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Listed

10

203, 204, 205, 206

Eligible

10

171

Eligible

11

130, 146, 162, 186,
219

NRHP-Listed Historic District: Cemetery
1

5AM125

Riverside Cemetery
5201 Brighton Blvd.

NRHP-Eligible Historic Property: Canal
2

5AM261.2

High Line Canal

NRHP-Eligible Historic Properties: Railroads
3

5AM1298.2

Adams County Market
Street Railroad/Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy
Railroad Segment

4

5AM2083.1

Union Pacific Beltline
Railroad Segment

Eligible

12

170, 227

5

5DV6247.3

Burlington and Colorado/
Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad Segment

Eligible

13

196, 199, 202, 203,
204, 205, 206, 207,
230, 233, 236

6

5DV6248.4

Denver and Kansas Pacific/
Union Pacific Railroad
Segment

Eligible

13

120, 121, 136, 137,
152, 153, 176, 177,
209, 210

7

5DV7048.2

Kansas Pacific/Union
Pacific Railroad Segment

Eligible

14

NRHP-Eligible Historic Properties: Individual Properties
8

5AM1875

Deno’s 6 & 85 Diner
5595 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

16

208

9

5AM1896

Harper Oil Company
5480 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

16

207

10

5DV36

El Centro Su Teatro/Elyria
School
4725 High St

Eligible

17

119, 135, 151, 175,
235, 201

11

5DV1172

Plazola Residence
4673 Josephine

Eligible

18

122, 138, 179, 211

12

5DV1247

Kosik Residence
4681-4683 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

19

118, 134, 150, 234,
200

13

5DV4396

Rocha Residence
4751 Williams St.

Eligible

20

151, 175, 235, 201

14

5DV9227

Tri-R Recycling Business
3600 East 48th Ave.

Eligible

22

130, 146, 162, 186,
219

15

5DV9231

Univar
4300 Holly St.

Eligible

23

169, 193, 226

16

5DV9245

Nestle Purina PetCare
Company
2151 East 45th Ave.

Eligible

23

120, 122, 136, 137,
152, 153, 154, 176,
177, 209, 210

17

5DV9655

Sanchez Business
2381 E. 46th Ave.

Eligible

25

122, 123, 138, 139,
179, 211
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18

5DV9660

Torres Residence
4656 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

26

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

19

5DV9667

Brown and Alarid Property
4637 Claude Ct.

Eligible

27

121, 137, 153, 154,
177, 210

20

5DV9668

Kelly Residence
4639 Claude Ct.

Eligible

28

121, 137, 153, 154,
177, 210

21

5DV9678

Rodriguez Residence
4539 Clayton St.

Eligible

29

124, 140, 156, 180,
213

22

5DV9679

Zale Property
4541 Clayton St.

Eligible

30

124, 140, 156, 180,
213

23

5DV9705

Braswell Residence
4631 Columbine St.

Eligible

31

122, 138, 154, 179,
211

24

5DV9706

Pavon Residence
4633 Columbine St.

Eligible

32

122, 138, 154, 179,
211

25

5DV9714

Olive Street LLC Property
4503 Fillmore St.

Eligible

33

126, 157, 142, 182
214

26

5DV9735

Bernal Residence
4618 High St.

Eligible

34

119, 120, 135, 136,
152, 175, 176, 209

27

5DV9742

Lasalle Bank National
Property
4502 Josephine St.

Eligible

35

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

28

5DV9745

Kenworthy Residence
4529 Josephine St.

Eligible

36

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

29

5DV9746

Portales Residence
4608 Josephine St.

Eligible

37

122, 123, 138, 139,
179, 211

30

5DV9748

Chavez Residence
4628 Josephine St.

Eligible

39

122, 138, 179, 211

31

5DV9751

Waggoner Residence
4647 Josephine St.

Eligible

40

122, 138, 179, 211

32

5DV9753

James Property
4651 Josephine St.

Eligible

41

122, 138, 179, 211

33

5DV9761

Barajas Residence
4681 Josephine St.

Eligible

41

122, 138, 179, 211

34

5DV9762

Araujo Residence
4682 Josephine St.

Eligible

42

122, 138, 179, 211

35

5DV9765

Lovato Residence
4696 Josephine St.

Eligible

43

122, 138, 179, 211

36

5DV9780

Garcia Residence
4617-4625 Race St.

Eligible

44

120, 136, 152, 176,
209

37

5DV9787

Davis Residence
4623-4625 Thompson Ct.

Eligible

46

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

38

5DV9795

Mann Residence
4645 Williams St.

Eligible

47

119, 135, 151, 175,
235, 201
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39

5DV9801

Sanchez Business
4600 York St.

Eligible

48

122, 123, 138, 139,
179, 211

40

5DV9805

E. G. Trading Post
1630-1632 East 47th Ave.

Eligible

49

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

41

5DV9808

Elyria’s Western Guest
House Apartment
4700 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

51

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

42

5DV9809

Haynes and Yuhasz
Residence
4712 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

52

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

43

5DV9813

Lewis Investments LLC
Property
4727 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

53

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

44

5DV9814

Sundheim Property
4750 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

54

151, 175, 235, 201

45

5DV9818

Lewis Investments LLC
Property
4709-4715 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

55

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

46

5DV9819

Marmolejo Residence
4741-4747 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

56

150, 174, 234, 200

47

5DV9821

Security Realty Company
Property
4645 Franklin St.

(Demolished
after surveyed)

57

118, 134, 150, 174,
234, 200

48

5DV9823

Montour and Miller
Residence
4675 Williams St.

Eligible

57

119, 135, 151, 175,
235, 201

49

5DV9828

Helzberg Property
4665-4669 Williams St.

Eligible

59

119, 135, 151, 175,
235, 201

50

5DV9966

Yoshimura Residence
4450 Adams St.

Eligible

60

129, 145, 161, 185,
218

51

5DV9968

McGee Residence
4460 Adams St.

Eligible

62

129, 145, 161, 185,
218

52

5DV9988

Goalie Construction
Business
4715 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

63

131, 147, 163, 187,
220

53

5DV9989

Doyle and Padick Partners
Property
4800 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

64

164, 188, 221

54

5DV9994

Gonzales Residence
4515 Columbine St.

Eligible

65

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

55

5DV9996

Tomas Residence
4653 Columbine St.

Eligible

66

122, 138, 179, 211
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56

5DV10003

Vasquez Residence
4450 Cook St.

Eligible

67

129, 145, 161, 185,
218

57

5DV10013

Perez Residence
4446 Fillmore St.

Eligible

68

126, 157, 142, 182
214

58

5DV10014

Tenenbaum Residence
4453 Fillmore St.

Eligible

69

126, 157, 142, 182
214

59

5DV10034

Ponce Residence
4668 High St.

Eligible

70

119, 120, 135, 136,
151, 152, 175, 176,
235, 209, 201

60

5DV10040

Denver Investment Group
Inc. Property
4695 High St.

Eligible

71

119, 135, 151, 175,
235, 201

61

5DV10042

Shaw Residence
4767 High St.

Eligible

72

151, 175, 235, 201

62

5DV10043

Zamora Residence
4775 High St.

Eligible

73

151, 235, 201

63

5DV10047

Paramount Construction
Inc.
4701 Jackson St

Eligible

75

129, 131, 146, 162,
186, 219

64

5DV10051

Deltorre Residence
4419 Josephine St.

Eligible

76

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

65

5DV10053

Bustillos Residence
4437 Josephine St.

Eligible

77

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

66

5DV10054

Muniz Residence
4443 Josephine St.

Eligible

78

123, 139, 155, 178,
212

67

5DV10058

Mccoll Property
4707 Josephine St.

Eligible

79

122, 179, 211

68

5DV10065

Sweet Residence
4461 Milwaukee St

Eligible

79

126, 157, 142, 182
214

69

5DV10085

Kirkman Property
4662-4664 Williams St.

Eligible

80

119, 135, 151, 175,
201, 235

70

5DV10124

Ibarra Residence
4459 Thompson Ct.

Eligible

82

124, 140, 156, 180,
213

71

5DV10135

Loretta Residence
4679 Vine St.

Eligible

83

120, 136, 152, 176,
209

NRHP-Eligible Historic District: AR Wessel (5DV10126)
72

5DV5149

Pacheco Residence
4650 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183

73

5DV9682

McCoy Residence
4600 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216
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74

5DV9683

Luchetta Residence
4601 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

75

5DV9684

Ramirez Residence
4610 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

76

5DV9685

Dady Residence
4611 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

77

5DV9686

Martinez Residence
4620 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

78

5DV9687

Carrera and Ortiz
Residence
4621 Clayton Street

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

79

5DV9688

Contreras Residence
4630 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, , 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

80

5DV9689

Chaires Residence
4631 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

81

5DV9690

Gorniak Residence
4640 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

82

5DV9691

Romero Residence
4641 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

83

5DV9692

Erives Residence
4651 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

84

5DV9693

Portales Residence
4661 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

85

5DV9694

Quintana Residence
4664 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

86

5DV9726

Warren Residence
4610 Fillmore St.

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

87

5DV9727

Griffie Residence
4615 Fillmore St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

88

5DV9728

Santa Cruz Property
4620 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

89

5DV9730

Villarreal Property
4630 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

90

5DV9731

Martinez Property
4635 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216
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91

5DV9732

Cuevas Residence
4640 Fillmore St.

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

92

5DV9733

Pacheco Residence
4645 Fillmore St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

93

5DV9734

Sandoval Residence
4655 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

94

5DV9980

Villa Residence
4670 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

95

5DV9981

Rodriguez Residence
4671 Clayton St

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

96

5DV9982

Aravelo Residence
4680 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

97

5DV9983

Glasgow and Miller
Residence
4681 Clayton St

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

98

5DV9984

Callahan Residence
4685 Clayton St.

Contributing

85

125, 141, 158, 181,
215

99

5DV9985

Avila Residence
4690 Clayton St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

100

5DV9987

Kesson Residence
4694 Clayton St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

101

5DV10016

Singer Property
4650 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

102

5DV10018

Mares Residence
4665 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

103

5DV10019

Elliot Residence
4670 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

127, 143, 159, 183,
216

104

5DV10020

Ortega Residence
4675 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, , 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

105

5DV10022

Andazola Residence
4695 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216

106

5DV10023

Almendariz Residence
4701 Fillmore St

Contributing

85

125, 127, 141, 143,
158, 159, 181, 183,
215, 216
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5DV10097

Miller Property
4700 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

108

5DV10098

Siemental de Garcia and
Cisneros Residence
4701 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

109

5DV10099

Franco Residence
4705 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

110

5DV10100

Fremont Investment and
Loan Property
4710 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

111

5DV10101

Ruiz-A Residence
4715 Saint Paul Ct.

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

112

5DV10102

HUD Property
4720 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

113

5DV10104

Romero Residence
4730 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

114

5DV10105

Caldron Residence
4735 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

115

5DV10106

Molina Residence
4740 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

116

5DV10108

Velasquez Residence
4750 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 184,
217

117

5DV10110

Montelongo Residence
4760 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

129, 144, 160, 217

118

5DV10112

Montoya Residence
4770 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

160, 217

119

5DV10115

Marquez Residence
4785 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

217

120

5DV10116

Montoya Residence
4790 Saint Paul Ct

Contributing

85

217

107

NRHP-Eligible Historic District: National Western Complex (5DV10050)
121

5DV3815

National Western Stadium
Arena

Contributing

93

195, 229

122

5DV9282

Denver Coliseum
1300 East 46th Avenue

Contributing

93

117, 133, 149, 173,
230, 231, 232, 196,
197, 198

123

5DV10059

National Western Stock
Show Coffee Shop
4699 Marion Street

Contributing

93

199, 233
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5DV10060

Denver Union Stock Yard
Building
4701 Marion Street

Contributing

93

199, 233

5DV10078

Le Mouton Noir LLC
Business Park (Historic
Sheep Pens)
4877 National Western
Drive

Contributing

93

195, 229

5DV10081

Artist Studio
4701 National Western
Drive (Packing House
Road)

Contributing

93

199, 233

5DV10082

McConnell Welders
4747 National Western
Drive (Packing House
Road)

Contributing

93

199, 233

128

5DV10083

Western Stock Show
Association
5001 National Western
Drive (Packing House
Road)

Contributing

93

195, 229

129

5DV10084

King Energy, Inc.
5012 National Western
Drive (Packing House Rd)

Contributing

93

202, 236

130

5DV10447

Livestock Bridge and
Flyover

Contributing

93

195, 229

124

125

126

127

NRHP-Eligible Historic District: Safeway Distribution Center (5DV9232)
131

5DV10394

Safeway Distribution Center
Eligible/
Central Warehouse
Contributing
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

96

165, 189, 222

132

5DV10396

Safeway Distribution Center
Contributing
Security Building
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

96

132, 133, 134, 135,
189, 190, 191, 192,
222, 223, 224, 225

133

5DV10397

Safeway Distribution Center
Truck Washing Facility
Contributing
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

96

132, 133, 134, 135,
189, 190, 191, 192,
222, 223, 224, 225

5DV10398

Safeway Distribution Center
Contributing
Service Facility
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

96

132, 133, 134, 135,
189, 190, 191, 192,
222, 223, 224, 225

5DV10399

Safeway Distribution Center
Salvage Facility
Contributing
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

96

132, 133, 134, 135,
189, 190, 191, 192,
222, 223, 224, 225

134

135
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96

132, 133, 134, 135,
189, 190, 191, 192,
222, 223, 224, 225
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Effects Discussion

NRHP-Listed Historic District: Cemetery
1.
Riverside Cemetery, 5201 Brighton Blvd. (5AM125)
Riverside Cemetery is listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and is located
along the east edge of the South Platte River. Riverside is Denver’s oldest existing cemetery, and
houses a number of Denver’s pioneers including three governors and several other people of
significance in Colorado History. Riverside is also significant for its landscape architecture and
funerary art, representative of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of Riverside Cemetery or any direct effects
associated with Alternatives 4 and 6. Although there is no ROW acquisition impact to the
Riverside Cemetery property, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the
area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers would introduce a
major highway facility approximately 150 feet southeast of the property, where none previously
existed, along what is now Brighton Boulevard. The highway would be positioned atop fill on
either side of a bridge that would go over the Riverside Cemetery driveway. The cemetery
driveway would go under the bridge at existing grade. At present, the historic setting and
character of the Riverside Cemetery is not original, as much of the area has been transformed
into an industrial and commercial center. In addition, the cemetery experiences considerable
existing noise and vibration as a result of the trains traveling along the Burlington Northern and
Santa Fe (BNSF) railroad that runs along the northwest edge of Brighton Boulevard and the
heavy traffic (mostly industrial) that occurs along Brighton Boulevard. Under Alternatives 4 and
6, the noise level is projected to decrease. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
NRHP-Eligible Historic Property: Canal
2.
High Line Canal (5AM261.2)
The recorded portion of the High Line Canal system, shown in Figure 56, was an expansion of
the original High Line Canal. The system in the eastern Denver metropolitan area was built
during the 1890’s and early 1900’s in response to fears and the reality of a drought during the
early 1890’s, and to encourage the raising of sugar beets in the area. The entire High Line Canal
system is significant for its association with agricultural and urban uses of water and irrigation,
and with the early settlement and development of Denver. It is eligible for listing on the NRHP
under Criterion A.
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All Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

All of the build alternatives have the same potential effects on the High Line Canal, which is an
approximately 0.241-acre ROW acquisition where it passes under Tower Road at the eastern end
of the corridor. This segment of the canal is eligible for listing on the NRHP, and supports the
overall eligibility of the entire linear resource (5AM261). The High Line Canal passes under
Tower Road through a concrete box culvert just south of the existing interchange with I-70.
Required capacity expansion on the eastbound exit ramp to Tower Road requires widening
Tower Road over I-70 in the vicinity of this interchange. The Tower Road widening would
require lengthening or replacing the culvert that the canal runs through; however, this work
would involve minimal and temporary effects to the canal. The historic setting and character
would not change, nor would the integrity, function, or use of the canal as a result. Therefore, all
alternatives of the undertaking would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
NRHP-Eligible Historic Properties: Railroads
3.

Adams County Market Street Railroad/Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad Segment (5AM1298.2)
Site 5AM1298.2 consists of a two track segment of standard gauge railroad which begins north
of Sand Creek Junction (located near West 60th Avenue and Brighton Road), runs south to East
39th Avenue, turns west toward the Union Pacific Pullman Shops, and then southwest along
Market Street to 18th Street. The Market Street Line also connects with Union Pacific (UPRR)
on Blake Street. Colorado, Burlington, & Quincy (CB&Q) also built the Market Street Line in
1911. The tracks, rail ties, and track bedding have been replaced and/or modified, and a number
of spurs have been rerouted or altered to accommodate the changing business climate of the
areas through which it travels. Research indicates that this segment of mainline remains located
along its original alignment and historic ROW and maintains its significance as a critical
segment of railroad that played an important role in the commercial development of metropolitan
Denver and Colorado.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with the No-Action North alternatives. The undertaking would involve widening of the existing
elevated I-70, which would require the reconstruction of the bridge that now crosses the railroad
between Steele Street and Colorado Boulevard. Construction of the new bridge would not alter
the railway in any way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. The undertaking would
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with both the shift north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway,
which would require the reconstruction of the bridge that now crosses the railroad between
Steele Street and Colorado Boulevard. Construction of the new bridge would not alter the
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railway in any way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. The undertaking would not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with Alternatives 4 and 6. The undertaking would consist of construction of a realigned, elevated
freeway where none previously existed, which would require the construction of a bridge over
the railroad near 54th Avenue. Construction of the new bridge would not alter the railway in any
way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. Also, the undertaking would include
removal of the existing I-70 viaduct between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard, and
improvement of 46th Avenue to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70
alignment - including removal of the bridge that now crosses the railroad between Steele Street
and Colorado Boulevard. The removal of the I-70 bridge would not alter the railway in any way,
and therefore would not have an adverse effect. The construction of a new bridge and removal of
an old bridge introduced by the undertaking would not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource
4.
Union Pacific Beltline Railroad Segment (5AM2083.1)
Site 5AM2083.1 consists of a two track segment of standard gauge railroad that begins north of
the westbound lanes of I-70 at Airlawn Park Road. The rail line travels diagonally to the
northwest bisecting UPRR railroad and BNSF railroad south of the SunCor Refinery. The ending
location of this rail line is located at East 56th Avenue and Elizabeth Street. The rail line was
intended to connect the Rock Island and UPRR railroads to manufacturing businesses in the
north and west portion of the Denver metropolitan area to the eastern part of the Denver
metropolitan area. This mainline helped eliminate the need to travel through congested urban
areas. This mainline of rail was constructed in 1951. As of the date of the survey (2007), the
railroad tracks appear new and the ties have likely been replaced recently as well. The bed upon
which the rails and ties sit has also been refilled and replaced with new stone over the years,
however, original bed material lays beneath the newer ballasting. This railroad segment
contributes to the overall eligibility of the Union Pacific Beltline Railroad as a whole because the
mainline continues to be located along the historic ROW and maintains its original purpose and
function of connecting central, metropolitan Denver to other important rural and urban centers in
the western United States and beyond.
All Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternative,
Alternatives 1 and 3, or Alternatives 4 and 6.
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5.

Burlington and Colorado/Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad
Segment (5DV6247.3)
Site 5DV6247.3 consists of a four-track segment of standard gauge railroad passing underneath
I-70, leading to the north Denver rail yards. The site area is approximately 90 meters in width
and 40 meters in length. This railroad line was originally built in 1882 as the Burlington and
Colorado Railroad, a subsidiary of the CB&Q railroad. In 1908, Burlington and Colorado, along
with several other subsidiaries was absorbed by CB&Q. In 1970, CB&Q merged with the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific Railroads and others to form the Burlington Northern, which
became the BNSF railroad in 1995. The tracks, rail ties, and track bedding have been replaced or
modified, and a number of spurs have been rerouted or altered to accommodate the changing
business climate of the areas through which it travels. However, research indicates that this
segment of mainline remains located along its original alignment and historic ROW and
maintains its significance as a critical segment of railroad that played an important role in the
commercial development of metropolitan Denver and Colorado.
All Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternative,
Alternatives 1 and 3, or Alternatives 4 and 6.
6.
Denver and Kansas Pacific/Union Pacific Railroad Segment (5DV6248.4)
Site 5DV6248.4 consists of four to six standard gauge tracks that pass underneath the I-70
viaduct and into the north Denver rail yards. The site area is approximately 60 meters by 25
meters and is in an area largely disturbed by urban development. This segment, currently in use
and maintained, was originally part of the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph. Denver
Pacific, Kansas Pacific, and the Denver and Boulder Valley Railway operated as a single system
in this area until 1878. The Denver Pacific line was subsequently sold to UPRR in 1880. UPRR
has retained ownership although the line is generally known as Denver Pacific. The tracks, rail
ties, and track bedding have been replaced or modified, and a number of spurs have been
rerouted or altered to accommodate the changing business climate of the areas through which it
travels. Research indicates that this segment of mainline remains located along its original
alignment and historic ROW and maintains its significance as a critical segment of railroad that
played an important role in the commercial development of metropolitan Denver and Colorado.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with the No-Action North alternatives. The undertaking would involve the widening of the
existing elevated I-70, which would require the reconstruction of the bridge that now crosses the
railroad between east of Brighton Boulevard. Construction of the new bridge would not alter the
railway in any way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. The undertaking would not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with both the shift north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway,
which would require the reconstruction of the bridge that now crosses the railroad east of
Brighton Boulevard. Construction of the new bridge would not alter the railway in any way, and
therefore would not have an adverse effect. The undertaking would not diminish the integrity of
the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it
for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect
to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisitions or physical effects to any portion of the railroad associated
with Alternatives 4 and 6. The undertaking would consist of construction of a realigned, elevated
freeway where none previously existed, which would require the construction of a new bridge
over the railroad east of Brighton Boulevard. Construction of the new bridge would not alter the
railway in any way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. Also, the undertaking would
include removal of the existing I-70 viaduct between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado
Boulevard, and improvement of 46th Avenue to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the
existing I-70 alignment. This would include removal of the bridge that now crosses the railroad
east of Brighton Boulevard. The removal of the I-70 bridge would not alter the railway in any
way, and therefore would not have an adverse effect. The construction of a new bridge and
removal of an old bridge introduced by the undertaking would not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
7.
Kansas Pacific/Union Pacific Railroad Segment (5DV7048.2)
Site 5DV7048.2 consists of a segment of an active standard gauge railroad spur that departs the
UPRR mainline and connects with the BNSF line to the northwest. The segment is 131 feet in
length and 10 feet in width. It was originally part of the Kansas Pacific Railway built in 1870. In
1880, Kansas Pacific, the Denver Pacific, and UPRR were consolidated to an enlarged UPRR
rail system. This railroad segment of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal and its associated structures
and features in Adams and Denver County have undergone a number of alterations. The addition
of commercial buildings near, and at I-70, has required extensive rerouting of a portion of the
Rocky Mountain Arsenal Railroad track. This rail line segment is no longer in use and does not
contribute to the overall eligibility of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal Railroad as a whole, because
the mainline has been removed or relocated along the historic ROW north of Interstate 70 and
south of East 52nd Avenue.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

The undertaking would involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated
and wider highway, which would require the reconstruction of the bridge that now crosses the
railroad east of Havana Street. Construction of the new bridge would require line realignment
and grade lowering in order to meet the clearance specifications of the new bridge. The alteration
of this segment of the historic railroad line would not have an adverse effect on the site as a
whole because this segment does not contribute to the overall NRHP-eligibility of the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal Railroad as a whole. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

The undertaking in the vicinity of the railroad would consist of reconstruction of the Havana
Street interchange where I-70 crosses the railroad. Construction of the new bridge would require
line realignment and grade lowering in order to meet the clearance specifications of the new
bridge. The alteration of this segment of the historic railroad line would not have an adverse
effect on the site as a whole because this segment does not contribute to the overall NRHPeligibility of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal Railroad as a whole. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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NRHP-Eligible Historic Properties: Individual Properties
8.
Deno’s 6 & 85 Diner, 5595 Colorado Blvd. (5AM1875)
This is a one-story irregular plan commercial use building with a cross-gabled roof and wood
construction located in Commerce City. It exhibits special features, most notable of which are
the two period neon signs on top of the roof. The neon signs contribute to the building’s
significance because they can be viewed as a landmark that travelers have seen since 1970.
Although the condition of the building is poor, it still maintains the characteristic look and feel of
a mid–20th century Novelty-type roadside American diner, and is eligible for listing on the
NRHP under Criteria A and C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the western connection of Alternatives
4 and 6.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of Deno’s 6 & 85 Diner property associated
with the eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. There would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned freeway would
introduce a major highway facility approximately 200 feet south of the property, where none
previously existed. The undertaking would also involve construction of on-and off-ramps at
Colorado Boulevard. Although Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway to within
approximately 200 feet of the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the
site eligible for the NRHP. These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change
the character or use of this historic property. This commercial property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the road improvements, although detailed noise analysis
of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect
to the resource.
9.
Harper Oil Company, 5480 Brighton Blvd. (5AM1896)
This is a rectangular commercial use gas station building with a flat roof, parapet false front, and
cinder block construction located in Commerce City. The neighborhood is a mix of single– and
multiple–family residential homes and industrial/commercial buildings. Gas stations such as this
one were usually individually owned and operated as is the case with this property. This building
is significant due to its association to the oil commerce trade during the 1950s and its impact on
social history, and is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion A.
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No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with Alternatives
4 and 6, although there would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area. The
construction of the realigned freeway would introduce a major highway facility approximately
700 feet south of the property, where none previously existed. The undertaking would also
involve the construction of an on-ramp at York Street. Although Alternatives 4 and 6 would
introduce increased traffic along York Street and bring the highway to within approximately 700
feet of the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the
NRHP, and these actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the character or
use of this historic property. This commercial property may experience a small increase in traffic
noise over time due to the road improvements, although detailed noise analysis of commercial
areas was not performed as part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by
the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
10.
El Centro Su Teatro/Elyria School, 4725 High St (5DV36)
This is a single story commercial use building with a running bond brick masonry construction in
the style associated with the early 20th century architectural movement from 1915-1935. This
building located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver currently houses the El Centro Su Teatro
community center and historically served as the Elyria School, constructed in 1929. It is one of
the last original civic buildings that still remains in the Elyria neighborhood, and is eligible for
listing on the NRHP under Criteria A and C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 decibel (dB) for the
shift north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility located approximately 250 feet or 425
feet west of the property, where none previously existed. The existing I-70 viaduct, now located
approximately 600 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be
improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the
eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway
approximately 350 feet and 175 feet, respectively, closer to the property, it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise
level is projected to increase by 8 dB for the eastern connection option, and increase by about 4
dB for the western connection option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect
to the resource.
11.
Plazola Residence, 4673 Josephine (5DV1172)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and of brick
construction located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone some
modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible
for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
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No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6
dB under the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
12.
Kosik Residence, 4681-4683 Baldwin Ct. (5DV1247)
This is a one-story dual occupancy residential building with a flat roof and a five-course
American common bond masonry structure located in Elyria, an older established neighborhood
in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity
of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
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No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the
vicinity of this property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange
associated with the replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 250 feet. The visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls.
Although the Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard
approximately 250 feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics
that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1
and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Kosik residence
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
13.
Rocha Residence, 4751 Williams St. (5DV4396)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and asbestos
siding located in Elyria, an older established neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late Victorian
architecture.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70.
Although the No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25
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feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under the NoAction Alternative, the noise level is projected to remain virtually the same. The visual or
audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the western
connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers
would introduce a major highway facility approximately 125 feet west of the property, where
none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now located approximately 800 feet
south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be improved to serve as a
four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the western connection
option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway approximately 675 feet closer to the
property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
Under the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is projected to
remain virtually the same. These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the
residential character or use of this property. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6, eastern connection option would result in the ROW acquisition of the entire
(0.07 acres) Rocha residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
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14.
Tri-R Recycling Business, 3600 East 48th Ave. (5DV9227)
This is a commercial use building, consisting of a brick office area backed by an attached
cinderblock warehouse upon a concrete foundation. The building is located in the Swansea
neighborhood of Denver in an area that is primarily industrial/commercial in character. Although
it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building
remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of
the Modern Movement and International style commercial buildings from the middle of the 20th
century.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70.
Although the No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50
feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening,
although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise
study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity
of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify
it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 300 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the shift
north alternative would bring the highway approximately 300 feet closer to the property, it would
not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the
noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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15.
Univar, 4300 Holly St. (5DV9231)
This is a one-story brick commercial use building located in the Northeast Park Hill
neighborhood of Denver in an area that is primarily industrial/commercial in character. The main
building on this property does not appear to have undergone any structural additions or
modifications since its 1960 date of construction, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under
Criterion C as a good example of a mid-20th century commercial building with International
style features.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.08 acres (1 percent) of the
Univar property associated with the shift north option of Alternatives 1 and 3. The construction
easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parking lot along the northern
edge of the property to allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70. This is
not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be no permanent physical changes to
the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would remain intact. These alternatives
would create visual and historic setting changes. The existing, at grade portion of I-70 would be
replaced by another at grade highway that is approximately 175 feet wider to the north. Visual
effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foothigh noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the widening of Colorado Boulevard,
although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise
study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity
of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify
it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the shift south option of Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 South would result in the ROW acquisition of the entire 5.00 acres of this
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
16.
Nestle Purina PetCare Company, 2151 East 45th Ave. (5DV9245)
The Denver Nestle Purina PetCare Company (formerly the Ralston Purina Company) represents
a significant industrial development in Colorado history. Its continuous 75-year operation has
been central to Denver’s position as one of the most important marketing points for stock feeds
in the Rocky Mountain region. It also has been associated with several prominent historical
figures in the history of industrial growth in Denver, including Governor William H. Adams. The
Denver Nestle Purina PetCare Company facility has undergone a number of significant structural
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alterations and modifications since its 1930 opening. As a result, the original building has
changed considerably. However, its historical impact on the Denver manufacturing industry
remains. Furthermore, it represents the only building of its type in the central Denver area, and it
is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion A.
No-Action North Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction North Alternative, although there would be visual and historic setting changes in the area
from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. The widening of I-70 and reconstruction of the
interchange would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Nestle Purina PetCare may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening, although a
detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise study. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action North Alternative would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
No-Action South Alternative – Adverse Effect

The No-Action South Alternative would result in the ROW acquisition of the entire property
(9.95 acres), which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with Alternatives
1 and 3 North, although there would be visual and historic setting changes in the area as a result
of this alternative. The undertaking would involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with
another elevated and wider highway approximately 75 feet to the north. Visual effects would
result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high
noise walls, but it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the
NRHP. Nestle Purina PetCare may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to
the freeway widening, although a detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed
as part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 North
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 South would result in the ROW acquisition of the entire property (9.95)
acres, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.11 acres (1 percent) of the
Nestle Purina PetCare Company property associated with the western and eastern connection
options of Alternatives 4 and 6. The construction easement would temporarily require the use of
a portion of the parcel along the northern edge of the property during construction to allow
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access for the improvements to 46th Avenue and the removal of the existing I-70 viaduct. The
effects of the construction easement associated with these alternatives are not considered adverse
because there would be no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel, and
the historic building would remain intact. Under Alternatives 4 and 6 the noise level is projected
to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
17.
Sanchez Business, 2381 E. 46th Ave. (5DV9655)
This is a one-story irregular plan brick commercial use building with a flat roof located in a
primarily commercial area of the Swansea neighborhood. Although it has undergone limited
modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible
for listing on the NRHP under Criteria A and C as a good example of a neighborhood gas station
from the 1950’s.
No-Action Alternatives – Adverse Effect

The No–Action Alternatives (shift north and shift south) would result in a ROW acquisition of
the entire Sanchez Business property, including the total destruction of the gas station which
would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North impacts would result in a ROW acquisition of the entire Sanchez
Business property, including the total destruction of the gas station which would be an adverse
effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (25 percent) on the
southern margin of the Sanchez business property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3 South.
The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of
the commercial building to allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70 and
46th Avenue. This is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be no
permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would
remain intact. These alternatives would create visual and historic setting changes. The existing
elevated portion of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is approximately 60
feet wider to the south. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the building,
visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This business property would not
experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the shift south option of
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (29 percent) on the
southern margin of the Sanchez business property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6. The
construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of the
house to allow construction access for the planned improvements to 46th Avenue and removal of
the existing I-70 viaduct. This is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be
no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure
would remain intact. These alternatives would create noise, visual, and historic setting changes.
The existing I-70 viaduct now located approximately 25 feet north of the historic structure would
be removed and the noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
18.
Torres Residence, 4656 Baldwin Ct. (5DV9660)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and
of stucco construction, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has received
some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the vicinity of this
property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange associated with the
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 250 feet. The visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls. Although the shift
north alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard approximately 250 feet
north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
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eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which
would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Torres residence
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
19.
Brown and Alarid Property, 4637 Claude Ct. (5DV9667)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and primarily
asbestos-sided external wall located in the established Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although
it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building
remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good architectural
example of late Victorian vernacular style with a bungalow-type massing.
No-Action North Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of four square feet (less than 1
percent) of the Brown and Alarid residence property associated with the No-Action North
Alternative. The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the
parcel along the southern edge of the property during construction to allow access for the
planned improvements to the York Street interchange and widening north of I-70. This is not
considered to be an adverse effect because there would be no permanent physical changes to the
acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would remain intact. These alternatives
would create noise, visual, and historic setting changes. Although the No-Action North
alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 100 feet closer to the property, it
would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience
a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action
North Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the
range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction North Alternative would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
No-Action South Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction South Alternative. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area
from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and York Street interchange reconstruction. The
existing elevated portion of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is
approximately 60 feet wider to the south. Although the elevated structure would be virtually the
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same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of
the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this
visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor
would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property would not experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives.
The noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes nor alter
the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action South
Alternative would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North would result in a complete ROW acquisition (0.07 acres) of the
Brown and Alarid residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes
in the area from the widening south of the existing elevated I-70. The existing elevated portion of
I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is approximately 100 feet wider to the
south. Although the elevated structure would be 60 feet farther away from the house, visual
effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foothigh noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property would not
experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes nor alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
20.
Kelly Residence, 4639 Claude Ct. (5DV9668)
This building is a one-story rectangular plan house with a front gabled roof and primarily
asbestos external wall. The property is terraced and special features include a square masonry
chimney, a porch, and etched glass windows. It is located in the established Elyria neighborhood
in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity
of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as
architecturally representative of late Victorian vernacular style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and York
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Street interchange reconstruction. Although the No-Action North alternative would bring the
elevated highway approximately 100 feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change
the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible
for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over
time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise level is projected
to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift north and shift south options, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 125 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible
mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift North
alternative would bring the highway to within approximately 60 feet of the property, it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift.
Under the shift north option of Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by
5.6 dB, and under the shift south option, the noise level is projected to remain virtually the same.
Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which
would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
21.
Rodriguez Residence, 4539 Clayton St. (5DV9678)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a flat roof and constructed of brick
and stucco located in the established Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative
of the late 19th century Denver Terrace form with Classical decorative elements.
No-Action North Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction North Alternative. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area
from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the elevated structure would be the
same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of
the highway. However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual
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character of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for
the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time
due to the freeway widening and shift. Under this alternative, noise level is projected to increase
by 4.5 dB. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction
which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action North Alternative would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
No-Action South Alternative – Adverse Effect

The No-Action South Alternative would result in a ROW acquisition of the entire (0.05 acres)
Rodriguez residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – Adverse Effect

The shift north and south options of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a ROW acquisition of
the entire Rodriguez residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
22.
Zale Property, 4541 Clayton St. (5DV9679)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a terraced flat roof and constructed
of brick and stucco located in the established Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative
of the late 19th century Denver Terrace form with Classical revival elements.
No-Action North Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction North Alternative. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area
from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the elevated structure would be the
same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of
the highway. However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual
character of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for
the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time
due to the freeway widening and shift. Under this alternative, noise level is projected to increase
by 4.5 dB. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction
which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action North Alternative would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
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No-Action South Alternative – Adverse Effect

The No–Action South Alternative would result in a ROW acquisition of the entire Zale property,
which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – Adverse Effect

The shift south and north designs of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a ROW acquisition of
the entire Zale property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
23.
Braswell Residence, 4631 Columbine St. (5DV9705)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building of brick construction with a front gabled
roof located in the established Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late Victorian style with
Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North impacts would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Braswell
residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 75 ft. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the house,
visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
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characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property would not
experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
24.
Pavon Residence, 4633 Columbine St. (5DV9706)
This is a one story rectangular plan residential building of brick construction and with front
gabled roof located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late
Victorian architecture with Queen Anne styling.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North impacts would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Pavon
residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 75 feet. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the house,
visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property would not
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experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
25.
Olive Street LLC Property, 4503 Fillmore St. (5DV9714)
This is a one and one–half story rectangular plan residential building with a side gabled roof and
constructed of brick located in the Swansea neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone
some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of the Dutch
Colonial Revival style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives; although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70
and reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative
would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
north option of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in
the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement of the
existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway approximately 75 feet wider to the south at
this location, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either
side of the structure. Although the Shift North alternative would bring the elevated highway
approximately 75 feet closer to the house, this visual change would not dramatically change the
overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by approximately 6 dB for the shift north option. Noise barriers adjacent to
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the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 South impacts would result in a complete ROW acquisition of 0.14 acres
(100 percent) of the Olive Street LLC property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
26.
Bernal Residence, 4618 High St. (5DV9735)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a front and rear gabled roof located
in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the
historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP
under Criterion C.
No-Action North Alternative – Adverse Effect

The No-Action North Alternative impacts would result in a complete ROW acquisition of 0.20
acres (100 percent) of the Bernal residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the
historic property.
No-Action South Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. The existing elevated
portion of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is located approximately the
same distance from the property. Although the elevated structure would be approximately the
same distance from the house, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of
the area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property would not experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives.
The noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

The shift north option of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of
0.20 acres (100 percent) of the Bernal residence property, which would be an adverse effect to
the historic property.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 100 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the elevated structure would
be approximately the same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase
in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the
structure. However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character
of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the
freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3 South, the noise level is projected to
increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise
barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would
limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise
barriers would introduce a major highway facility located approximately 500 or 600 feet west of
the property, where none previously existed. The existing I-70 viaduct, now located
approximately 75 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be
improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. The net
change under the eastern and western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would move the
highway approximately 525 or 425 feet farther from the property. This change would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4 and 6,
the noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
27.
Lasalle Bank National Property, 4502 Josephine St. (5DV9742)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan Classic Cottage style residential building
located in the Swansea neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of a Classic Cottage style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
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historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 175 feet, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Visual
effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to
20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the highway
approximately 175 feet closer to the property, these actions and changes to the historic setting
would not change the residential character or use of this historic property, and it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift.
Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2.5 dB under the shift
north option, and increase by 8.4 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the range considered barely perceptible (3 dB). The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
28.
Kenworthy Residence, 4529 Josephine St. (5DV9745)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a side gabled roof and constructed
of brick located in the Swansea neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited
modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible
for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of a
Craftsmen/Bungalow style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
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historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. For the No-Action North alternative, the York
Street off-ramp would be removed and replaced in the same location with improvements to the
curve coming off the interstate. For the No-Action South alternative, the York Street off-ramp
would be removed and reconstructed on the west side of York, where Purina used to be.
Although the No-Action South alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50
feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening.
Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise level is projected to increase by 5 dB. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the range considered barely perceptible (3 dB). The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
north option of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in
the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement of the
existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north by approximately
175 feet, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the elevated structure
would be the same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure.
However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This
residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by
approximately 6 dB for the shift north option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would
provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB
range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Adverse Effect

The shift south option of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the
Bernal residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
29.
Portales Residence, 4608 Josephine St. (5DV9746)
This building is a one-story rectangular plan house with a front gabled roof and wood siding
located in the Swansea neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
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alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of late Victorian style house
with a Craftsman-type porch.
No-Action Alternatives – Adverse Effect

The No-Action Alternatives (shift north and shift south) would result in a complete ROW
acquisition of the Portales residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 (North) would result in a ROW acquisition of the entire Portales residence
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (29 percent) on the
southern margin of the Portales residence property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3 South.
The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of
the house to allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70 and 46th Ave. This
is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be no permanent physical changes
to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would remain intact. These
alternatives would create visual and historic setting changes. The existing elevated portion of I70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is approximately 60 feet wider to the
south. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the house, visual effects
would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high
noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not dramatically
change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property would not experience an increase
in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is projected to decrease
slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the shift south option of Alternatives 1 and 3
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (29 percent) on the
southern margin of the Portales residence property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6. The
construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of the
house to allow construction access for the planned improvements to 46th Avenue and removal of
the existing I-70 viaduct. This is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be
no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure
would remain intact. These alternatives would create noise, visual, and historic setting changes.
The existing I-70 viaduct now located approximately 25 feet north of the historic structure would
be removed and the noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
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attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
30.
Chavez Residence, 4628 Josephine St. (5DV9748)
This is a one story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof, and constructed
of wood and stucco located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although
it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building
remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of
late Victorian architecture with Queen Anne style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 (North) would result in the ROW acquisition of the Chavez residence
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 75 feet. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the house,
visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property would not
experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
31.
Waggoner Residence, 4647 Josephine St. (5DV9751)
This is a one-story rectangular plan house with a gabled-on-hip roof, constructed of stucco and
wood located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally distinct for its
unique stylistic variation of a late Victorian with Queen Anne style elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to approximately 100 feet from the property, it would
not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 7.6 dB under the
shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to
the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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32.
James Property, 4651 Josephine St. (5DV9753)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a gabled-on-hip roof and of brick
construction located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late
Victorian style with Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to approximately 150 feet from the property, it would
not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6
dB under the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
33.
Barajas Residence, 4681 Josephine St. (5DV9761)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a flat roof and of brick construction
located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone some modern
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alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of the Denver Terrace form.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6
dB under the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
34.
Araujo Residence, 4682 Josephine St. (5DV9762)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building of brick construction with a front gabled
roof located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone some modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of late Victorian Vernacular
style with Queen Anne elements.
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No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 175 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible
mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift North
alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift.
Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6 dB under
the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent
to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects
to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
35.
Lovato Residence, 4696 Josephine St. (5DV9765)
This building is a one and a half story rectangular plan house with a front gabled roof and of
brick construction located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it
has undergone some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative
of late Victorian vernacular style with Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise,
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visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70.
Although the No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75
feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening.
Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the
shift north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 175 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible
mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift North
alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift.
Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6 dB under
the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent
to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects
to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
36.
Garcia Residence, 4617-4625 Race St. (5DV9780)
This is a two-story square plan four-unit multiple family residential building with a flat roof, and
constructed of stucco and brick. The building is located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver.
Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as
architecturally representative of the 19th century Commercial style in the terraced townhouse
form with Classical Revival decorative elements.
No-Action North Alternative – Adverse Effect

The No-Action North Alternative impacts would result in a complete ROW acquisition of 0.20
acres (100 percent) of the Garcia residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the
historic property.
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No-Action South Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. The existing elevated portion
of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that would be located approximately the
same distance from the property. Although the elevated structure would be approximately the
same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of
the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this
visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor
would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property would not experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives.
The noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction South Alternative would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

The shift north option of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of
0.20 acres (100 percent) of the Garcia residence property, which would be an adverse effect to
the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 100 feet. Although the elevated structure would be approximately the same
distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this
visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor
would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3 South, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3
dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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37.
Davis Residence, 4623-4625 Thompson Ct. (5DV9787)
This is a one story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and wood siding
located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good, and it is eligible for
listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late Victorian Vernacular style with
Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area nor
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under
the No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 4 dB for the
shift north option, and increase by 2 dB for the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

The shift north design of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the
Davis residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by
approximately 300 feet. Although the elevated structure would be approximately the same
distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this
visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor
would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3 South, the noise level is projected to increase by 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
38.
Mann Residence, 4645 Williams St. (5DV9795)
This is a one-story L-shaped plan residential building with a flat roof and constructed of brick
located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of the Denver Terrace form.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area nor
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under
the No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

The shift north design of Alternatives 1 and 3 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of
0.07 acres (100 percent) of the Mann residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the
historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes
in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement of the
existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the south by approximately
100 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the
proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the elevated structure would be
approximately the same distance from the house, visual effects would result from the increase in
the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the
structure. However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character
of the setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the
freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3 South, the noise level is projected to
increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise
barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would
limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not
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diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility located approximately 75 or 150 feet
west of the property, where none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now
located approximately 75 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would
be improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. The net
change under the eastern connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would move the highway
from the south side of the property to the western side, but to approximately the same distance.
Under the western connection option, the highway would be moved approximately 75 feet
farther from the property. These changes would not diminish the characteristics that make the
site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic
noise over time due to the freeway realignment. Under Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is
projected to increase by 3.6 dB for the eastern connection option, and remain virtually the same
for the western connection option. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
39.
Sanchez Business, 4600 York St. (5DV9801)
This is a one-story L–Shaped plan commercial use building constructed of brick with a flat roof
located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criteria A and C as a good example of a 20th century Modernistic gas
station.
No-Action Alternatives – Adverse Effect

The No-Action Alternatives would result in ROW acquisition of the entire Sanchez Business
property, including the total destruction of the gas station building which would be an adverse
effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North impacts would result in a ROW acquisition of the entire Sanchez
Business property, including the total destruction of the gas station building which would be an
adverse effect to the historic property.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (20 percent) on the
southern margin of the Sanchez business property associated with Alternatives 1 and 3 South.
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The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of
the commercial building to allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70 and
46th Avenue. This is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be no
permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would
remain intact. These alternatives would create visual and historic setting changes. The existing
elevated portion of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is approximately 60
feet wider to the south. Although the elevated structure would be farther away from the building,
visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the 10-to 20foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure. However, this visual change would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, nor would it diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This business property would not
experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these alternatives. The noise level is
projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the shift south option of
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.04 acres (20 percent) on the
southern margin of the Sanchez business property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6. The
construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of the
house to allow construction access for the planned improvements to 46th Avenue and removal of
the existing I-70 viaduct. This is not considered to be an adverse effect because there would be
no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure
would remain intact. These alternatives would create noise, visual, and historic setting changes.
The existing I-70 viaduct now located approximately 25 feet north of the historic structure would
be removed and the noise level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
40.
E. G. Trading Post, 1630-1632 East 47th Ave. (5DV9805)
This building was initially constructed as a brewery tavern by the Coors Brewing Company to
service the Union Stockyards. Following the 1916 Prohibition laws, it was converted into a
general store/grocery. It is located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. This building is
significant due to its association with the social history of the neighborhood of Elyria (Criterion
A) and for its architectural value (Criterion C) as representative of a commercial form of the
Denver Terrace style and a local brewery and saloon.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
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the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the vicinity of this
property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange associated with the
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 250 feet. The Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls. Although the
Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard approximately 250
feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which
would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Adverse Effect

The western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW
acquisition of the E. G. Trading Post property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers
would introduce a major highway facility approximately 50 feet west of the property, where
none previously existed, although it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway construction. Under the eastern connection option of Alternatives 4
and 6, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. These actions and changes to
the historic setting would not change the residential character or use of this historic property. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
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property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the eastern connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
41.
Elyria’s Western Guest House Apartment, 4700 Baldwin Ct. (5DV9808)
This is a two-story rectangular plan multiple family residential building with a flat roof and
constructed of brick. Special features of this building include decorative terra cotta and
gargoyles. It is located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited
modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible
for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. There would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the vicinity of this
property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange associated with the
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 250 feet. The visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls. Although the
Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard approximately 250
feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which
would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Elyria’s Western Guest
House Apartment property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
42.
Haynes and Yuhasz Residence, 4712 Baldwin Ct. (5DV9809)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building constructed of brick in a Classical
Revival/Classic Cottage style, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the
vicinity of this property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange
associated with the replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 250 feet. The Visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls.
Although the Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard
approximately 250 feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics
that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1
and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 - Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Haynes and Yuhasz
residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
43.
Lewis Investments LLC Property, 4727 Brighton Blvd. (5DV9813)
This is a two-story square plan multiple family residential building with a side gabled roof and
constructed of brick, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the
vicinity of this property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange
associated with the replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 250 feet. The visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls.
Although the Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard
approximately 250 feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics
that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1
and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 4 and 6 - Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the 4727 Brighton Blvd.
Lewis Investments LLC property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
44.
Sundheim Property, 4750 Brighton Blvd. (5DV9814)
This is a one-story rectangular plan commercial use building with a flat roof and constructed of
stucco, located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of the Denver Terrace form.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under the No-Action Alternative, the
noise level is projected to remain virtually the same. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West - No Adverse Effect

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.02 acres (12 percent) of this
commercial property associated with the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. The
construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel along the
western edge of the property to allow access for the highway construction. The effects of the
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construction easement associated with these alternatives are not considered adverse because
there would be no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic
structure would remain intact. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers would
introduce a major highway facility adjacent to the property, where none previously existed.
However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now located approximately 800 feet south of the property,
would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway
along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and
6 would bring the highway approximately 800 feet closer and adjacent to this commercial
property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
Under the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is projected to
increase by approximately 8 dB. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect
to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East - Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 with the eastern connection would result in a complete ROW acquisition of
the Sundheim commercial property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
45.
Lewis Investments LLC Property, 4709-4715 Brighton Blvd. (5DV9818)
This is a one-story U-shaped brick, multiple family residential building with a flat roof and
constructed of brick, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70.
Although the No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25
feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening.
Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the
shift north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the
vicinity of this property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange
associated with the replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 250 feet. The Visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls.
Although the Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard
approximately 250 feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics
that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1
and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 - Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the 4709-4715 Brighton
Blvd. Lewis Investments LLC property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
46.
Marmolejo Residence, 4741-4747 Brighton Blvd. (5DV9819)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a flat roof and constructed of brick.
This building is an example of the Denver Terrace form and has four bays in the rear or west
facade. Special features of the building include a segmental arch and ornamentation. The
building is located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Elyria neighborhood is one of the
oldest and largest ethnic working class neighborhoods in Denver and Colorado. The architectural
resources in the neighborhood are significant for their vernacular style, from the 1880s through
the 1920s, for their method of construction and materials, as well as their association with the
ethnic worker. Although modern alterations include door entries enclosed with brick, removal of
the front entry porch and new window openings cut into brick, the historic physical integrity of
the building remains good. The building is significant as an example of the Denver Terrace style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
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north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking in the
vicinity of this property would involve reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard interchange
associated with the replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 250 feet. The visual effects would result from
the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls.
Although the Shift North alternative would bring the highway east of Brighton Boulevard
approximately 250 feet north and closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics
that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small
increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1
and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements
introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic
attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP.
Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 - Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 would result in a complete ROW acquisition of the Marmolejo residence
property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic property.
47.
Security Realty Company Property, 4645 Franklin St. (5DV9821)
This is a two-story rectangular plan commercial use building with a flat roof and constructed
with stucco–over–brick–walls. The building is located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver.
Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as
architecturally representative of the late 19th century American Movement Commercial style.
Subsequent to its recording, this building was destroyed, and therefore would not be affected by
any of the I-70 highway expansion alternatives.

48.
Montour and Miller Residence, 4675 Williams St. (5DV9823)
This is a one and one-half-story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and
constructed of brick located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good representative of a late Victorian
Vernacular style.
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No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area from
the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the No-Action North alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift north and shift south options, which is
within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 250 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls. Although the
Shift North alternative would bring the highway approximately 250 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the western
connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers
would introduce a major highway facility approximately 150 feet west of the property, where
none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now located approximately 400 feet
south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be improved to serve as a
four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the western connection
option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway approximately 250 feet closer to the
property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
Under the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is projected to
remain virtually the same. These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the
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residential character or use of this historic property. The visual or audible elements introduced by
the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 with the eastern connection would result in a complete ROW acquisition of
the Montour and Miller residence property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
49.
Helzberg Property, 4665-4669 Williams St. (5DV9828)
This is a one-story U-shaped plan multiple family residential building with a flat roof and
constructed of brick located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good architectural representative of the
Denver Terrace style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the NoAction Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area from
the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the No-Action North alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift north and shift south options, which is
within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20- foot-high noise walls. Although the
Shift North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
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property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the western
connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic
setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers
would introduce a major highway facility approximately 150 feet west of the property, where
none previously existed. The existing I-70 viaduct, now located approximately 400 feet south of
the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be improved to serve as a four- to sixlane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the western connection option of
Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway approximately 250 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is projected to remain virtually
the same. These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the residential
character or use of this historic property. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6, eastern connection would result in the complete ROW acquisition of (0.13
acres) of the Herzberg residential property, which would be an adverse effect to the historic
property.
50.
Yoshimura Residence, 4450 Adams St. (5DV9966)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a cross-gabled roof and horizontal,
synthetic vinyl walls located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although this house has
undergone some alterations since its construction, the historic physical integrity of this building
remains intact, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of
the Minimal Traditional style that was prevalent in the area after World War II.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the Steele Street and Vasquez Boulevard interchange. Although the No-Action
South alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property,
it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience
a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action
Alternatives, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 2 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
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characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
north option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the north by approximately
250 feet, and removal of the Steele/Vasquez Street eastbound on-ramp. Visual effects would
result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high
noise walls. However, these changes would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift
south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 North would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the south by approximately
275 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the
proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the
highway and Steele/Vasquez Street eastbound on-ramp to within approximately 150 feet of the
property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the residential character or
use of this historic property. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic
noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise
level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the
shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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51.
McGee Residence, 4460 Adams St. (5DV9968)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a cross gabled roof and horizontal
synthetic walls located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although this house has
undergone some alterations since its construction, the historic physical integrity of this building
remains intact, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally
representative of the Minimal Traditional style that was prevalent in the area after World War II.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the Steele Street and Vasquez Boulevard interchange. Although the No-Action
South alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property,
it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience
a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action
Alternatives, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 2 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
north option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the north by approximately
250 feet, and removal of the Steele/Vasquez Street eastbound on-ramp. Visual effects would
result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high
noise walls. However, these changes would not diminish the characteristics that make the site
eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise
over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift
south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 North would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the shift
south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would involve replacement
of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the south by approximately
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275 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the
proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the
highway and Steele/Vasquez Street eastbound on-ramp to within approximately 150 feet of the
property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP.
These actions and changes to the historic setting would not change the residential character or
use of this historic property. The Yoshimura residence may experience a small increase in traffic
noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise
level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the
shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
52.
Goalie Construction Business, 4715 Colorado Blvd. (5DV9988)
This is a one-story commercial use building with steel frame and posts, curtain walls (cinder
block and brick faced), steel deck roof, and concrete floors. It is located in the Northeast Park
Hill neighborhood of Denver in an area that is primarily industrial/commercial in character. This
building was constructed as a parts distribution center for General Motors Corp., Truck and
Coach Division in 1953 and was owned an operated by General Motors until the 1970s. The
building is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of the
International style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening, although
detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise study. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
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involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 275 feet, and the re-construction of the Colorado Boulevard
interchange, including the shift west of Colorado Boulevard as it crosses I-70. Visual effects
would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20foot-high noise walls, and the shift west of Colorado Boulevard at the interstate. Although the
Shift North alternative would bring the highway approximately 275 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift,
although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise
study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity
of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify
it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
53.
Doyle and Padick Partners Property, 4800 Colorado Blvd. (5DV9989)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan commercial use building with a flat roof, and a
pier and brick masonry curtain wall construction. The building is located in the Northeast Park
Hill neighborhood of Denver in an area that is primarily industrial/commercial in character.
Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good
architectural representative of a mid-20th century International style with Usonian
characteristics.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with the No-Action Alternatives
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of Colorado Boulevard for the reconstruction of the I-70 interchange. Although Alternatives 1 and 3 would widen Colorado
Boulevard by approximately 60 feet near the property, it would not dramatically change the
overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for
the NRHP. This commercial property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time
due to the widening of Colorado Boulevard, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas
was not performed as part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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54.
Gonzales Residence, 4515 Columbine St. (5DV9994)
This is a one -story rectangular plan residential building with a gabled-on-hip roof and brick
masonry construction is located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver.
Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good
architectural representative of late Victorian style with Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange.
Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed
10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the highway to
within approximately 60 feet of the property, these actions and changes to the historic setting
would not change the residential character or use of this historic property, and it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property
may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift.
Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2.5 dB under the shift
north option, and increase by 8.4 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the range considered barely perceptible (3 dB). The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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55.
Tomas Residence, 4653 Columbine St. (5DV9996)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building of brick wall construction
with a hip-on-gable roof located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good representative of late
Victorian style with Queen Anne elements.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. The Tomas Residence may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 ft. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to approximately 160 feet from the property, it would
not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6
dB under the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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56.
Vasquez Residence, 4450 Cook St. (5DV10003)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a hipped roof and brick construction
located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good, and it is eligible for
listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good architectural representative of the Minimal
Traditional style that was prevalent in the area after WW II.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the Steele Street and Vasquez Boulevard interchange. Although the No-Action
South alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property,
it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience
a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action
Alternatives, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 2 dB, which is within the range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives
would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the
south by approximately 50 feet for the shift north option, and by approximately 275 feet for the
shift south option. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative
would bring the highway to within approximately 150 feet of the property, it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. These actions and changes to the
historic setting would not change the residential character or use of this historic property. This
residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB
under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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57.
Perez Residence, 4446 Fillmore St. (5DV10013)
This is a one and one–half story rectangular residential building with a front gabled roof and
stucco construction located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although
it has undergone some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative
of late Victorian Vernacular style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the
south by approximately 75 feet for the shift north option, and by approximately 300 feet for the
shift south option. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative
would bring the highway approximately 300 feet closer to the property, it would not diminish the
characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. These actions and changes to the historic
setting would not change the residential character or use of this historic property. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the
shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to
the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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58.
Tenenbaum Residence, 4453 Fillmore St. (5DV10014)
This is a one-story T-shaped plan residential building constructed of brick with a cross hipped
roof located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good
and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of a
Minimal Traditional style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the
south by approximately 75 feet for the shift north option, and by approximately 300 feet for the
shift south option. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative
would bring the highway to within approximately 150 feet of the property, it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. These actions and changes to the
historic setting would not change the residential character or use of this historic property. This
residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB
under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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59.
Ponce Residence, 4668 High St. (5DV10034)
This is a one story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and horizontal
siding, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern
alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing
on the NRHP under Criterion C as representative of a late 19th century American Movement’s
vernacular style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to within approximately 140 feet of the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternative 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility between approximately 500 and 600 feet
west of the property, where none previously existed. The existing I-70 viaduct, now located
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approximately 350 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be
improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. The net
change under the eastern and western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would move the
highway approximately 150 or 250 feet farther from the property. This change would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4 and 6,
the noise level is projected to remain virtually the same for the eastern connection option, and
decrease slightly for the western connection option. The visual or audible elements introduced by
the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the
western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
60.
Denver Investment Group Inc. Property, 4695 High St. (5DV10040)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and
brick construction, located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of late Victorian
Vernacular style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to within approximately 275 feet of the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
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visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternative 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility between approximately 300 and 425 feet
west of the property, where none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now
located approximately 550 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue
would be improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment.
Although the eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the
highway approximately 250 feet and 125 feet, respectively, closer to the property, it would not
diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4 and 6,
the noise level is projected to increase by 4.4 dB for the eastern connection option, and remain
the same for the western connection option. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the highway would
provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
61.
Shaw Residence, 4767 High St. (5DV10042)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a hipped roof and a running bond
brick masonry construction located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of a Classic
Cottage style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
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Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternative 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility between approximately 300 and 425 feet
west of the property, where none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now
located approximately 1,000 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue
would be improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment.
Although the eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the
highway to within approximately 150 feet and 425 feet, respectively, of the property, it would
not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4
and 6, the noise level is projected to increase by 8 dB for the eastern connection option, and
increase by about 4 dB for the western connection option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway
would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The visual or
audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
62.
Zamora Residence, 4775 High St. (5DV10043)
This is a one-story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and of running
bond fired brick construction located in the Elyria neighborhood in Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of a
Craftsmen/Bungalow style.
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No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternative 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility located approximately 300 feet or 425
feet west of the property, where none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct,
now located approximately 1,000 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th
Avenue would be improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70
alignment. Although the eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6 would
bring the highway to within approximately 150 feet and 425 feet, respectively, of the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under
Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise level is projected to increase by 8 dB for the eastern connection
option, and increase by about 4 dB for the western connection option. Noise barriers adjacent to
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the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects.
The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the western connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
63.
Paramount Construction Inc., 4701 Jackson St (5DV10047)
This is a one-story T-shaped plan commercial use building with a flat roof and constructed of
iron posts with brick facing. The building is located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver in
an area that is primarily industrial/commercial in character. Although it has undergone limited
modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible
for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of the International style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening, although
detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise study. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 300 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 300 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This commercial
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as part of the
noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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64.
Deltorre Residence, 4419 Josephine St. (5DV10051)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building with a hipped roof and brick
wall construction located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone
limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative of a Classic
Cottage style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift north and shift south options, which is
within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
South alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the
shift north option, and increase by 4 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to
the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to
within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced
by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes
and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore,
Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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65.
Bustillos Residence, 4437 Josephine St. (5DV10053)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building with a hipped roof, a brick
masonry foundation and brick walls is located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of
Denver. Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of
the building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as
architecturally representative of a Classic Cottage style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives; although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70
and reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative
would bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by 1 dB or less for the shift north and shift south options, which is
within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange.
Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed
10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the highway
approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make
the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the
noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB
under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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66.
Muniz Residence, 4443 Josephine St. (5DV10054)
This is a one and one-half-story rectangular plan residential building with a hipped roof, a sealed
masonry foundation, and brick walls that is located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver.
Although it has undergone some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as
architecturally representative of a Classic Cottage style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise
level is projected to increase by 1 dB or less for the shift north and shift south options, which is
within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and
would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the NoAction Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet, and reconstruction of the York Street interchange.
Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed
10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative would bring the highway
approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it would not diminish the characteristics that make
the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the
noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB
under the shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an
approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range
considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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67.
McColl Property, 4707 Josephine St. (5DV10058)
This is a one-story irregular plan multiple family residential building with a flat roof and brick
wall construction located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver. Although it
has undergone some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as architecturally representative
of the Denver Terrace style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 175 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 175 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by approximately 6
dB under the shift north option, and increase by 2 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
68.
Sweet Residence, 4461 Milwaukee St (5DV10065)
This is a one-story rectangular plan brick residential building with a side gabled roof and
synthetic siding located in the Swansea neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone
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some modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains good, and it is
eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good example of the Minimal Traditional
style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70 and
reconstruction of the York Street interchange. Although the No-Action South alternative would
bring the elevated highway approximately 50 feet closer to the property, it would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that
make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the No-Action Alternatives, the noise
level is projected to increase by approximately 1 dB, which is within the range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no
adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated highway wider to the
south by approximately 75 feet for the shift north option, and by approximately 300 feet for the
shift south option. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible mass of the
highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift South alternative
would bring the highway to within approximately 100 feet of the property, it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. These actions and changes to the
historic setting would not change the residential character or use of this historic property. This
residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by 2 dB
under the shift north option, and increase by 5 dB under the shift south option. Noise barriers
adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the
noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely perceptible. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
69.
Kirkman Property, 4662-4664 Williams St. (5DV10085)
This is a one-story, rectangular plan, multiple family residential building with a front gabled
roof, brick foundation, and brick wall construction. The building is located in the Elyria
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neighborhood of Denver. Although it has undergone some modern alterations, the historic
physical integrity of the building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under
Criterion C as a good example of the Craftsmen style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 25 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 200 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway approximately 200 feet closer to the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with the eastern
and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6. However, there would be noise, visual,
and historic setting changes in the area. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and
noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility approximately 200 feet or 300 feet west
of the property, where none previously existed. However, the existing I-70 viaduct, now located
approximately 400 feet south of the property, would be removed, and 46th Avenue would be
improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Although the
eastern and western connection options of Alternatives 4 and 6 would bring the highway
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approximately 200 feet and 100 feet, respectively, closer to the property, it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. Under Alternatives 4 and 6, the noise
level is projected to decrease slightly for the western connection option, and increase by about 3
dB for the eastern connection option, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which
would limit the noise effects. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do
not diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the western connection
option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
70.
Ibarra Residence, 4459 Thompson Ct. (5DV10124)
This is a two story rectangular plan residential building with a front gabled roof and brick
masonry wall construction located in Swansea, an older established neighborhood of Denver.
Although it has undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the
building remains good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good
architectural example of a simple Bungalow style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives, although there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70.
Although the No-Action South alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 50
feet closer to the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
area or diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening.
Under the No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB for the
shift north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to
the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 300 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
South alternative would bring the highway to within approximately 100 feet of the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. These actions
and changes to the historic setting would not change the residential character or use of this
historic property. This residential property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over
time due to the freeway widening and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is
projected to increase by 2.5 dB under the shift north option, and increase by 6.5 dB under the
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shift south option. Noise barriers adjacent to the highway would provide an approximate 5 dB
reduction which would limit the noise effects to within the 3 dB range considered barely
perceptible. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse
effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
71.
Loretta Residence, 4679 Vine St. (5DV10135)
This is a one and one-half story rectangular plan residential building with a cross-gabled roof and
stucco covered wall construction located in the Elyria neighborhood of Denver. Although it has
undergone limited modern alterations, the historic physical integrity of the building remains
good and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion C as a good representative of late
Victorian Vernacular style.
No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of the No-Action Alternatives. There would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the
No-Action North alternative would bring the elevated highway approximately 75 feet closer to
the property, it would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential property may
experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 1 dB for the shift
north and shift south options, which is within the range considered barely perceptible. The visual
or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the property’s
significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in
the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action Alternatives would cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The undertaking would
involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the
north or south by approximately 230 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the
visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls. Although the Shift
North alternative would bring the highway to within approximately 140 feet of the property, it
would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. This residential
property may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening
and shift. Under Alternatives 1 and 3, the noise level is projected to increase by less than 3 dB,
which is within the range considered barely perceptible. Also, noise barriers adjacent to the
highway would provide an approximate 5 dB reduction which would limit the noise effects. The
visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
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property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for
inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the
resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

There would be no effects to the property associated with Alternatives 4 and 6.
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NRHP-Eligible Historic District: A.R. Wessel (5DV10126)
The A.R. Wessel district includes the Wulfekuhler’s, Vasquez Plaza, and Vasquez Court
subdivisions. All three subdivisions are currently within the Swansea neighborhood of Denver.
The Wulfekuhler’s Subdivision was subdivided from the Swansea neighborhood in 1940 and
encompasses the 4600 block to the 4700 block of Clayton Street. The Vasquez Plaza Subdivision
was subdivided from the Swansea neighborhood in 1945 and encompasses the 4600 block to the
4800 block of Fillmore Street. The Vasquez Court Subdivision was subdivided from the Swansea
neighborhood in 1946 and encompasses the 4700 block of St. Paul Court, the 4700 block of St.
Paul Street and the west side of the 4700 block of Milwaukee. The three subdivisions were
developed because of their proximity to various manufacturing facilities as well as State
Highway 85/Vasquez Boulevard as a transportation corridor.
The Alfred R. Wessel Historic District contains 114 residences, of which 60 are in the APE of
the project. Of the 60 buildings recorded within the historic district, 49 have been determined by
SHPO to be contributing elements to the district and 11 are non–contributing. Contributing
elements of the Alfred R. Wessel Historic District are listed in Table 1. The period of
construction of the Alfred R. Wessel Historic District is from 1940 to 1948, and reflects the
period from the date of the first subdivision’s original plan and construction to the end of
construction in the third associated subdivision. Most of the buildings within the historic district
are examples of the Minimal Traditional style that was prevalent in the area after World War II.
They reflect a standardized form that used five known floor plans, that were boxlike in style
constructed of similar material, with little ornamentation, windows of the same approximate size,
and add-on features such as detached garages, as well as basements.
The Alfred R. Wessel NRHP district (5DV10126) is eligible under Criterion A due to its
association with social history, as well as community planning and development, before and after
World War II. The district is also eligible under Criterion C for its architecture, as architecturally
representative of an area suburb developed by a merchant builder. This district also is eligible
under NRHP Criterion B due to its association with Alfred R. Wessel, a merchant builder who
was instrumental in providing affordable housing during World War II and the immediate postwar period.
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Table 1
Contributing Historic Houses within the A.R. Wessell Historic District (5DV10126)
Site Number Resource Name/Address
Pacheco Residence
5DV5149
4650 Clayton St.
McCoy Residence
5DV9682
4600 Clayton St.
Luchetta Residence
5DV9683
4601 Clayton St.
Ramirez Residence
5DV9684
4610 Clayton St.
Dady Residence
5DV9685
4611 Clayton St.
Martinez Residence
5DV9686
4620 Clayton St.
Carrera and Ortiz Residence
5DV9687
4621 Clayton Street
Contreras Residence
5DV9688
4630 Clayton St.
Chaires Residence
5DV9689
4631 Clayton St.
Gorniak Residence
5DV9690
4640 Clayton St.
Romero Residence
5DV9691
4641 Clayton St.
Erives Residence
5DV9692
4651 Clayton St.
Portales Residence
5DV9693
4661 Clayton St.
Quintana Residence
5DV9694
4664 Clayton St.
Warren Residence
5DV9726
4610 Fillmore St.
Griffie Residence
5DV9727
4615 Fillmore St.
Santa Cruz Property
5DV9728
4620 Fillmore St
Villarreal Property
5DV9730
4630 Fillmore St
Martinez Property
5DV9731
4635 Fillmore St
Cuevas Residence
5DV9732
4640 Fillmore St.
Pacheco Residence
5DV9733
4645 Fillmore St.
Sandoval Residence
5DV9734
4655 Fillmore St
Villa Residence
5DV9980
4670 Clayton St.
Rodriguez Residence
5DV9981
4671 Clayton St
Aravelo Residence
5DV9982
4680 Clayton St.
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Glasgow and Miller Residence
5DV9983
4681 Clayton St
Horta and Martinez Residence
5DV9984
4685 Clayton St.
Avila Residence
5DV9985
4690 Clayton St
Kesson Residence
5DV9987
4694 Clayton St
Singer Property
5DV10016
4650 Fillmore St
Mares Residence
5DV10018
4665 Fillmore St
Elliot Residence
5DV10019
4670 Fillmore St
Ortega Residence
5DV10020
4675 Fillmore St
Andazola Residence
5DV10022
4695 Fillmore St
Almendariz Residence
5DV10023
4701 Fillmore St
Miller Property
5DV10097
4700 Saint Paul Ct
Siemental de Garcia and Cisneros
5DV10098 Residence
4701 Saint Paul Ct
Franco Residence
5DV10099
4705 Saint Paul Ct
Fremont Investment and Loan Property
5DV10100
4710 Saint Paul Ct
Ruiz-A Residence
5DV10101
4715 Saint Paul Ct.
HUD Property
5DV10102
4720 Saint Paul Ct
Romero Residence
5DV10104
4730 Saint Paul Ct
Caldron Residence
5DV10105
4735 Saint Paul Ct
Molina Residence
5DV10106
4740 Saint Paul Ct
Velasquez Residence
5DV10108
4750 Saint Paul Ct
Montelongo Residence
5DV10110
4760 Saint Paul Ct
Montoya Residence
5DV10112
4770 Saint Paul Ct
Marquez Residence
5DV10115
4785 Saint Paul Ct
Montoya Residence
5DV10116
4790 Saint Paul Ct
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No-Action North Alternative – No Adverse Effect

The No-Action North Alternative would result in complete ROW acquisitions of the McCoy
residence (5DV9682, 0.15 acres) and the Luchetta residential property (5DV9683, 0.16 acres).
Both properties are contributing elements to the A.R. Wessel Historic District, and the ROW
acquisitions would result in the demolition of the historic structure which would be an adverse
effect to those properties. However, the ROW acquisitions of two contributing properties would
not result in an adverse effect to the historic district, since the vast majority of the contributing
properties (47 of 49) would remain intact and unaffected.
There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.01 acres (0.06 percent) on
the southern margin of the Dady residential property (5DV9685) associated with the No-Action
North Alternative. The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of
the parcel south of the house, and would be used to allow construction access for the planned
improvements to I-70. The effects of the construction easement associated with this alternative
are not considered adverse because there would be no permanent physical changes to the
acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would remain intact.
Also, the historic district would be affected by noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the
area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the No-Action North Alternative
would bring the elevated highway approximately 60 feet closer to the properties in the district, it
would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the
characteristics that make the district or the contributing elements eligible for the NRHP. Most of
the historic properties may experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to this
alternative. Under the No-Action North Alternative, the noise level in the district is projected to
increase by less than 3 dB, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
A.R. Wessel Historic District’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action North
Alternative would cause no adverse effect to the historic district.
No-Action South Alternative – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the A.R. Wessel Historic District
associated with the No-Action South Alternative. There would be a temporary construction
easement acquisition of 11 square feet (less than 1 percent) on the southern margin of the
Luchetta residence property (5DV9683) associated with the No-Action South Alternative. The
construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the parcel south of the
house, and would be used to allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70.
The effects of the construction easement associated with this alternative are not considered
adverse because there would be no permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this
parcel and the historic structure would remain intact.
Also, the historic district would be affected by noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the
area from the widening of the existing elevated I-70. Although the No-Action South Alternative
would widen the elevated highway approximately 60 feet south, it would not dramatically
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change the overall visual character of the area or diminish the characteristics that make the
district or the contributing elements eligible for the NRHP. The contributing properties in the
district would not experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to this alternative. Under
the No-Action South Alternative, the noise level in the district is projected decrease slightly.
The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
A.R. Wessel Historic District’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, the No-Action South
Alternative would cause no adverse effect to the historic district.
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 1 and 3 North would result in complete ROW acquisitions of 23 residential
properties, of which 19 are contributing elements (Table 2). The ROW acquisitions would result
in the demolition of the historic structure which would be an adverse effect to those properties.
The ROW acquisitions of 19 of the 49 (38 percent) contributing properties within the historic
district would substantially diminish the integrity of the A.R. Wessel Historic District’s
significant historic attributes and would alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 North would cause an adverse effect to the historic
district.
Table 2
Complete ROW Acquisitions of Contributing Properties
A.R. Wessel Historic District (5DV10126)
Alternatives 1 and 3 North
Site Number Resource Name/Address
Pacheco Residence
5DV5149
4650 Clayton St.
McCoy Residence
5DV9682
4600 Clayton St.
Luchetta Residence
5DV9683
4601 Clayton St.
Ramirez Residence
5DV9684
4610 Clayton St.
Dady Residence
5DV9685
4611 Clayton St.
Martinez Residence
5DV9686
4620 Clayton St.
Carrera and Ortiz Residence
5DV9687
4621 Clayton Street
Contreras Residence
5DV9688
4630 Clayton St.
Chaires Residence
5DV9689
4631 Clayton St.

Site Number Resource Name/Address
Gorniak Residence
5DV9690
4640 Clayton St.
Romero Residence
5DV9691
4641 Clayton St.
Erives Residence
5DV9692
4651 Clayton St.
Warren Residence
5DV9726
4610 Fillmore St.
Griffie Residence
5DV9727
4615 Fillmore St.
Santa Cruz Property
5DV9728
4620 Fillmore St
Villarreal Property
5DV9730
4630 Fillmore St
Martinez Property
5DV9731
4635 Fillmore St
Pacheco Residence
5DV9733
4645 Fillmore St.

There would be a temporary construction easement acquisition of 0.01 acres (0.06 percent) on
the southern margin of the Dady residential property (5DV9685) associated with the Alternatives
1 and 3 North. The construction easement would temporarily require the use of a portion of the
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parcel south of the house, and would be used to allow construction access for the planned
improvements to I-70. The effects of the construction easement associated with this alternative
are not considered adverse because there would be no permanent physical changes to the
acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would remain intact.
Also, the historic district would be affected by noise, visual, and historic setting changes as a
result of the Alternatives 1 and 3 North. The construction of the realigned portion of the freeway
and noise barriers would introduce visual and historic setting effects, but would not dramatically
change the overall visual character of the setting, as it is already dominated by I-70 that is in
immediate proximity. Most of the historic properties may experience an increase in traffic noise
over time due to this alternative. However, noise mitigation measures, in the form of 12 to 20 ft
high barriers planned in the area, would provide at least a 5 dB reduction which would limit the
effective noise increase to 3 dB or less, which is within the range considered barely perceptible.
Alternatives 1 and 3 (South) – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the A.R. Wessel Historic District
associated with the shift south option of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area as a result of these alternatives. The existing
elevated portion of I-70 would be replaced by another elevated highway that is approximately
300 feet wider to the south. Although the elevated structure would not be closer to the
contributing properties in the district, visual effects would result from the increase in the visible
mass of the highway and the 10-to 20-foot-high noise walls on either side of the structure.
However, this visual change would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the
setting, nor would it diminish the characteristics that make the district eligible for the NRHP.
This residential property would not experience an increase in traffic noise over time due to these
alternatives. The noise level is projected to decrease slightly.
The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the
A.R. Wessel Historic District’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 South
would cause no adverse effect to the historic district.
Alternatives 4 and 6 – No Effect

The existing I-70, now located between approximately 50 and 1,050 feet south of the
contributing properties in the A.R. Wessel Historic District would be removed, including
removal of the Steele Street and Vasquez Boulevard interchange, and 46th Avenue would be
improved to serve as a four- to six-lane roadway along the existing I-70 alignment. Construction
of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers would introduce a major highway facility
one-half mile northwest of the district where none previously existed, but it would not be visible
from the contributing properties. Also, under Alternatives 4 and 6 the noise level is projected to
decrease. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the
integrity of the district’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that
qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse
effect to the A.R. Wessel Historic District.
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Table 3
A.R. Wessel Historic District (5DV10126)
Contributing Properties Findings of Effect
Site
Number

Property Name/ Address

5DV5149

Pacheco Residence
4650 Clayton St.

5DV9682

No-Action

Alternatives 1 and 3

North

South

North

South

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

McCoy Residence
4600 Clayton St.

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9683

Luchetta Residence
4601 Clayton St.

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

Temp. Const.
Easement, NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

Temp. Const.
Easement, NAE

5DV9684

Ramirez Residence
4610 Clayton St.

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9685

Dady Residence
4611 Clayton St.

Temp. Const.
Easement, NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9686

Martinez Residence
4620 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9687

Carrera and Ortiz
Residence
4621 Clayton Street

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9688

Contreras Residence
4630 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9689

Chaires Residence
4631 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9690

Gorniak Residence
4640 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9691

Romero Residence
4641 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9692

Erives Residence
4651 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9693

Portales Residence
4661 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV9694

Quintana Residence
4664 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV9726

Warren Residence
4610 Fillmore St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9727

Griffie Residence
4615 Fillmore St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9728

Santa Cruz Property
4620 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

AE – Adverse effect, NAE – No adverse effect
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Table 3
A.R. Wessel Historic District (5DV10126)
Contributing Properties Findings of Effect
Site
Number

Property Name/ Address

5DV9730

No-Action

Alternatives 1 and 3

North

South

North

South

Villarreal Property
4630 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9731

Martinez Property
4635 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9732

Cuevas Residence
4640 Fillmore St.

NAE

NAE

Temp. Const.
Easement, NAE

NAE

5DV9733

Pacheco Residence
4645 Fillmore St.

NAE

NAE

AE - Full ROW
acquisition

NAE

5DV9734

Sandoval Residence
4655 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9980

Villa Residence
4670 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9981

Rodriguez Residence
4671 Clayton St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9982

Aravelo Residence
4680 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9983

Glasgow and Miller
Residence
4681 Clayton St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9984

Callahan Residence
4685 Clayton St.

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9985

Avila Residence
4690 Clayton St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV9987

Kesson Residence
4694 Clayton St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV10016

Singer Property
4650 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

NAE

NAE

5DV10018

Mares Residence
4665 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10019

Elliot Residence
4670 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10020

Ortega Residence
4675 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

AE – Adverse effect, NAE – No adverse effect
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Table 3
A.R. Wessel Historic District (5DV10126)
Contributing Properties Findings of Effect
Site
Number

Property Name/ Address

No-Action

Alternatives 1 and 3

North

South

North

South

5DV10022

Andazola Residence
4695 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10023

Almendariz Residence
4701 Fillmore St

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10097

Miller Property
4700 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

Siemental de Garcia and
5DV10098 Cisneros Residence
4701 Saint Paul Ct
5DV10099

Franco Residence
4705 Saint Paul Ct

Fremont Investment and
5DV10100 Loan Property
4710 Saint Paul Ct
5DV10101

Ruiz-A Residence
4715 Saint Paul Ct.

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10102

HUD Property
4720 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10104

Romero Residence
4730 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10105

Caldron Residence
4735 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10106

Molina Residence
4740 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10108

Velasquez Residence
4750 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10110

Montelongo Residence
4760 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10112

Montoya Residence
4770 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10115

Marquez Residence
4785 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

5DV10116

Montoya Residence
4790 Saint Paul Ct

NAE

NAE

Historic setting,
visual, noise

NAE

AE – Adverse effect, NAE – No adverse effect
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NRHP-Eligible Historic District: National Western Complex (5DV10050)
The National Western Complex (5DV10050), containing 47 buildings and features, has been
identified as a historic district eligible for listing on NRHP under Criteria A and C. Ten of the 47
buildings and features have been evaluated for NRHP eligibility, and eight have been determined
to be contributing elements. These elements are listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Contributing Resources within the
National Western Complex Historic District (5DV10050)
Site
Number

Resource Name/Address

5DV9282

Denver Coliseum
1300 East 46th Avenue

5DV3815

National Western Stadium Arena – Field eligible

5DV10059

National Western Stock Show Coffee Shop
4699 Marion Street

5DV10060

Denver Union Stock Yard Building
4701 Marion Street

5DV10078

Le Mouton Noir LLC Business Park (Historic Sheep Pens)
4877 National Western Drive

5DV10081

Artist Studio
4701 National Western Drive (Packing House Road)

5DV10082

McConnell Welders
4747 National Western Drive (Packing House Road)

5DV10083

Western Stock Show Association
5001 National Western Drive (Packing House Road)

5DV10084

King Energy, Inc.
5012 National Western Drive (Packing House Rd)

5DV10447

Livestock Bridge and Flyover – Field eligible

The National Western Complex Historic District is eligible under NRHP Criterion A because of
the area’s relationship to the commerce, economics, and social history of Colorado. The area is
significant to Colorado’s commerce because of its ties to the old meat packing industries that
were present in the Denver Union Stock Yard. The Denver Union Stock Yard Company helped
fund the National Western Stock Show for many years beginning in 1906. Over the years the
National Western Stock Show purchased tracts of land from the Denver Union Stock Yards and
the associated packing house industries in the area. With the Denver Union Stock Yards slow
demise in the 1960s the company began to sell off its land to the National Western Stock Show.
This partnership of land acquisition helped the National Western Stock Show grow in size and
popularity until it ended with the Denver Union Stock Yards final demise in 1983. Estimates on
the impact to the local economy in 1913 are some $2 million. This number steadily grew as the
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National Western Stock Show expanded its facilities. The most recent study of 2005 suggested
that some 650,000 visitors spent $84.1 million during the National Western Stock Show.
The National Western Complex Historic District is eligible under NRHP Criterion C because of
the diversity of building styles and types in the area. The area contains various architectural
styles, such as the Denver Terrace, Classical Revival, Early 20th century American Movement’s
Commercial, Modern Movement’s Moderne, and International.
No-Action Alternatives – No Effect

There would be no effects to the Historic District associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with both the shift
north and shift south options of Alternatives 1 and 3. However, there would be noise, visual, and
historic setting changes in the area as a result of this alternative. The undertaking would involve
replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider highway to the north
or south by approximately 75 feet. Visual effects would result from the increase in the visible
mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls, but it would not diminish
the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. The National Western Complex
Historic District may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as
part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the undertaking do not
diminish the integrity of the property’s significant historic attributes and would not alter the
characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1 and 3 would
cause no adverse effect to the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6, western connection would result in the ROW acquisition of 25.32 acres (12
percent) of the National Western Complex Historic District. This ROW acquisition would
adversely affect the National Western Stadium Arena (5DV3815) and the Livestock Bridge and
Flyover (5DV10447), which would be completely or partially demolished under the western
connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6. The ROW acquisition also would include the Events
Center, which is a modern non-contributing element to the historic district, and a portion of the
parking lot of the Coliseum (5DV9282). Also, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting
changes in the area as a result of this alternative. The construction of the realigned portion of the
freeway and noise barriers would introduce visual and historic setting effects, but would not
dramatically change the overall visual character of the setting, as it is already dominated by I-70
that is in immediate proximity. In addition, the National Western Complex experiences
considerable existing noise and vibration as a result of the trains traveling along the Burlington
Northern and Santa Fe (BNSF) railroad that runs through it. The National Western Complex
Historic District may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time due to the freeway
widening and shift, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was not performed as
part of the noise study.
The loss of the National Western Stadium Arena (5DV3815) and Livestock Bridge and Flyover
(5DV10447) would substantially diminish the characteristics of integrity that contribute to the
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NRHP-eligibility of the district. Because of the central role it plays in the function of the
National Western Stock Show, the loss of the National Western Stadium Arena would result in
the closure of its operations. This would lead to a substantial change in the use of the properties
in the district, and would, therefore be an adverse effect on the resource.
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – No Adverse Effect

Alternatives 4 and 6 East would result in the ROW acquisition of 12.11 acres (6 percent) of the
National Western Complex Historic District. This ROW acquisition would adversely affect the
Livestock Bridge and Flyover (5DV10447), which would be completely or partially demolished
under Alternatives 4 and 6 East. Further ROW acquisitions would include temporary
construction easement acquisitions of portions of the parking lots of the Coliseum (5DV9282)
and the Stadium Arena (5DV3815). The temporary construction easements would be used to
allow construction access for the planned improvements to I-70. The effects of the construction
easements associated with this alternative are not considered adverse because there would be no
permanent physical changes to the acquired area of this parcel and the historic structure would
remain intact. Also, there would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area as a
result of this alternative. The construction of the realigned, elevated freeway and noise barriers
would introduce a major highway facility where none previously existed, but given the
industrial/transportation nature of the area, it would not diminish the characteristics that make the
site eligible for the NRHP. In addition, the National Western Complex experiences considerable
existing noise and vibration as a result of the trains traveling along the BNSF railroad that runs
through it. The National Western Complex Historic District may experience a small increase in
traffic noise over time due to the freeway widening and shift, although detailed noise analysis of
commercial areas was not performed as part of the noise study.
While the loss of the Livestock Bridge and Flyover (5DV10447) would diminish the
characteristics of integrity that contribute to the NRHP-eligibility of the district, sufficient
contributing properties would remain to convey the historic significance of the National Western
Complex, which would remain eligible for the NRHP as a historic district. The visual or audible
elements introduced by the undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the district’s significant
historic attributes and would not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the
NRHP. Therefore, the eastern connection option of Alternatives 4 and 6 would cause no adverse
effect to the National Western Complex Historic District.
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NRHP-Eligible Historic District: Safeway Distribution Center (5DV9232)
The Safeway Distribution Center Historic District consists of a complex of six historic buildings
and two historic railroad spurs. Of these, five are contributing resources and one, the Transport
Control Facility (5DV10395), is noncontributing. These contributing resources are listed in
Table 5. The two historic railroad spurs include the west spur (5DV10400), which is a
contributing element, and the East Spur (5DV10401), which is a noncontributing element. At the
time of its construction, the Safeway Distribution Center was the largest and most modern of its
type west of the Mississippi, and represented “the most important marketing and distribution
center in the Rocky Mountain Empire.” The center is significant due to its association with the
establishment of large–scale grocery distribution in the Rocky Mountain region. While the
Safeway Distribution Center has changed considerably as a result of the appended buildings
constructed over the years, its original purpose and function and its original historic character
have been retained. Numerous additions and modifications have visually obscured the original
warehouse in several areas; however, the general characteristics and feel of the original
warehouse, truck service garage and salvage warehouse remain intact, historic physical integrity
of the building remains good, and it is eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criteria A and C.
Table 5
Contributing Resources within the
Safeway Distribution Center Historic District (5DV9232)
Site
Number

Resource Name/Address

5DV10394

Safeway Distribution Center Central Warehouse
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

5DV10396

Safeway Distribution Center Security Building
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

5DV10397

Safeway Distribution Center Truck Washing Facility
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

5DV10398

Safeway Distribution Center Service Facility
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

5DV10399

Safeway Distribution Center Salvage Facility
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

5DV10400

Safeway Distribution Center West Railroad Spur
4200-4600 East 46th Ave.

No-Action Alternatives – No Adverse Effect

There would be no effects to the Historic District associated with the No-Action Alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 – No Adverse Effect

There would be a ROW acquisition of the Safeway Distribution Center Historic District
associated with Alternatives 1 and 3 North (3.76 acres, 6 percent) and South (4.32 acres, 7
percent). The acreage of land impacted by this ROW acquisition consists of the northern edge of
the parking lot, and would include the Transport Control Facility (5DV10395), which is not a
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contributing element to the Safeway Distribution Center Historic District. The ROW acquisition
also would include a temporary construction easement that extends over the northernmost edge
of the Security Building (5DV10396), which is a contributing element. However, because the
Security Building is not within the actual construction footprint, no adverse effects are
anticipated to result from the temporary construction easement. Also, there would be noise,
visual, and historic setting changes in the area as a result of this alternative. The undertaking
would involve replacement of the existing elevated I-70 with another elevated and wider
highway to the north or south by approximately 75 feet. Visual effects would result from the
increase in the visible mass of the highway and the proposed 10- to 20-foot-high noise walls, but
it would not diminish the characteristics that make the site eligible for the NRHP. The Safeway
Distribution Center Historic District may experience a small increase in traffic noise over time
due to the freeway widening and shift, although detailed noise analysis of commercial areas was
not performed as part of the noise study. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the district’s significant historic attributes and would
not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 1
and 3 would cause no adverse effect to the Safeway Distribution Center Historic District.
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – No Adverse Effect

There would be no ROW acquisition of any portion of the property associated with Alternatives
4 and 6, although there would be noise, visual, and historic setting changes in the area as a result
of this alternative. The improvements to 46th Avenue would introduce visual and historic setting
effects, but would not dramatically change the overall visual character of the corridor. These
alternatives would create noise, visual, and historic setting changes. The existing I-70 viaduct
now located approximately 25 feet north of the historic district would be removed and the noise
level is projected to decrease slightly. The visual or audible elements introduced by the
undertaking do not diminish the integrity of the district’s significant historic attributes and would
not alter the characteristics that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Therefore, Alternatives 4
and 6 would cause no adverse effect to the Safeway Distribution Center Historic District.
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No-Action Alternatives
Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

National
Register
Eligibility

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

Eligible

ROW
acquisition,
historic setting,
visual, noise,

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise,

No
adverse
effect

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

Listed National
Register

None

No effect

None

No effect

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

Historic Districts
5DV9232

Safeway
Distribution Center
Historic District

5DV10126

Alfred R. Wessel
Historic District

National Western
Complex Historic
District
Individually Eligible Properties
5DV10050

5AM125

5AM1875

5AM1896

Riverside Cemetery
5201 Brighton Blvd.
Deno’s 6 & 85
Diner 5595
Colorado Blvd.
Harper Oil
Company 5480
Brighton Blvd.

5AM261.2

High Line Canal

Eligible

None

No effect

0.241 acre
ROW
acquisition

No
adverse
effect

5DV36

El Centro Su
Teatro
4725 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV1172

Plazola Residence
4673 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV1247

Kosik Residence
4681-4683
Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV4396

Rocha Residence
4751 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9227
5DV9231
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Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9245

Nestle Purina
PetCare Company
2151 East 45th Ave.

5DV9655

No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Sanchez Business
2381 E. 46th Ave.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9660

Torres Residence
4656 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9667

Brown and Alarid
Property
4637 Claude Ct.

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hist
oric setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9668

Kelly Residence
4639 Claude Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9678

Rodriguez
Residence
4539 Clayton St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9679

Zale Property
4541 Clayton St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9705

Braswell Residence
4631 Columbine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9706

Pavon Residence
4633 Columbine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9714

Olive Street LLC
Property
4503 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9735

The Bernal
Residence
4618 High St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9742

Lasalle Bank
National Property
4502 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9745

Kenworthy
Residence
4529 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9746

Portales Residence
4608 Josephine St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

5DV9748

Chavez Residence
4628 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

5DV9751

Waggoner
Residence
4647 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

5DV9753

James Property
4651 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9761

Barajas Residence
4681 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9762

Araujo Residence
4682 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9765

Lovato Residence
4696 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9780

Garcia Residence
4617-4625
Race St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9787

Davis Residence
4623-4625
Thompson Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9795

Mann Residence
4645 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9801

Sanchez Business
4600 York St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9805

E. G. Trading Post
1630-1632 East
47th Ave.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9808

The Elyria’s
Western Guest
House and
Apartments
4700 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect
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adverse
effect

Type of Effects

Full ROW
acquisition
Historic setting,
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Historic setting,
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Finding
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Adverse
effect
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effect
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Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9809

Haynes and
Yuhasz Residence
4712 Baldwin Ct.

5DV9813

No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Lewis Investments
LLC Property
4727 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9814

Sundheim Property
4750 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9818

Lewis Investments
LLC Property 47094715 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9819

Marmolejo
Residence 47414747 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9821

4645 Franklin St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9823

Montour and Miller
Residence
4675 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9828

Helzberg Property
4665-4669
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9966

Yoshimura
Residence
4450 Adams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9968

McGee Residence
4460 Adams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9988

Goalie Construction
Business 4715
Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9989

Doyle and Padick
Partners Property
4800 Colorado
Blvd.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect
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Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9994

Gonzales
Residence
4515 Columbine St.

5DV9996

No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Tomas Residence
4653 Columbine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10003

Vasquez
Residence
4450 Cook St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10013

Perez Residence
4446 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10014

Tenenbaum
Residence
4453 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10034

Ponce Residence
4668 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV10040

Denver Investment
Group Inc. Property
4695 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10042

Shaw Residence
4767 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10043

Zamora Residence
4775 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10047

Paramount
Construction Inc.
4701 Jackson St

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10051

Deltorre Residence
4419 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10053

Bustillos Residence
4437 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 6
Summary of Effects - No-Action Alternative
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV10054

Muniz Residence
4443 Josephine St.

5DV10058

No-Action North Alt

No-Action South Alt

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Mccoll Property
4707 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10065

Sweet Residence
4461 Milwaukee St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10085

Kirkman Property
4662-4664
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10124

Ibarra Residence
4459 Thompson Ct.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10135

Loretta Residence
4679 Vine St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect
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Alternatives 1 and 3
Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

ROW
acquisition

No adverse
effect

ROW
acquisition

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic Districts
5DV9232

Safeway Distribution
Center

Eligible

5DV10050

National Western
Complex Historic
District

Eligible

5DV10126

Alfred R. Wessel
Historic District

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise
ROW
Acquisition,
historic
setting,
visual, noise

Individually Eligible Properties
5AM125

Riverside Cemetery
5201 Brighton Blvd.

Listed National
Register

None

No effect

None

No effect

5AM261.2

High Line Canal

Eligible

0.241 ac
ROW
acquisition

No adverse
effect

0.241 ac
ROW
acquisition

No
adverse
effect

5AM1875

Deno’s 6 & 85 Diner
5595 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5AM1896

Harper Oil Company
5480 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV36

El Centro Su Teatro
4725 High St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV1172

Plazola Residence
4673 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV1247

Kosik Residence
4681-4683
Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV4396

Rocha Residence
4751 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9227

Tri-R Recycling
Business
3600 East 48th Ave.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

5DV9231

Univar
4300 Holly St.

5DV9245

Nestle Purina
PetCare Company
2151 East 45th Ave.

National
Register
Eligibility

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hi
storic setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Eligible

Historic
setting, visual

No adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

No
adverse
effect

5DV9655

Sanchez Business
2381 E. 46th Ave.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hi
storic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9660

Torres Residence
4656 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9667

Brown and Alarid
Property
4637 Claude Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting, visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9668

Kelly Residence
4639 Claude Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting, visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9678

Rodriguez
Residence
4539 Clayton St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9679

Zale Property
4541 Clayton St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9705

Braswell Residence
4631 Columbine St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting, visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9706

Pavon Residence
4633 Columbine St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting, visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9714

Olive Street LLC
Property
4503 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9735

The Bernal
Residence
4618 High St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9742

Lasalle Bank
National Property
4502 Josephine St.

5DV9745

Kenworthy
Residence
4529 Josephine St.

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

No
adverse
effect

5DV9746

Portales Residence
4608 Josephine St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hi
storic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9748

Chavez Residence
4628 Josephine St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting, visual

No
adverse
effect

5DV9751

Waggoner
Residence
4647 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9753

James Property
4651 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9761

Barajas Residence
4681 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9762

Araujo Residence
4682 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9765

Lovato Residence
4696 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9780

Garcia Residence
4617-4625 Race St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9787

Davis Residence
4623-4625
Thompson Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9795

Mann Residence
4645 Williams St.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

5DV9801

Sanchez Business
4600 York St.

5DV9805

National
Register
Eligibility

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hi
storic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

E. G. Trading Post
1630-1632
East 47th Ave.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9808

The Elyria’s
Western Guest
House and
Apartments
4700 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9809

Haynes and Yuhasz
Residence
4712 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting, visual

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9813

Lewis Investments
LLC Property
4727 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9814

Sundheim Property
4750 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9818

Lewis Investments
LLC Property 47094715 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9819

Marmolejo
Residence 47414747 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9821

4645 Franklin St.

Eligible

5DV9823

Montour and Miller
Residence
4675 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9828

Helzberg Property
4665-4669
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9966

Yoshimura
Residence
4450 Adams St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV9968

McGee Residence
4460 Adams St.

5DV9988

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Goalie Construction
Business
4715 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9989

Doyle and Padick
Partners Property
4800 Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9994

Gonzales
Residence 4515
Columbine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9996

Tomas Residence
4653 Columbine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10003

Vasquez Residence
4450 Cook St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10013

Perez Residence
4446 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10014

Tenenbaum
Residence
4453 Fillmore St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10034

Ponce Residence
4668 High St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10040

Denver Investment
Group Inc. Property
4695 High St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10042

Shaw Residence
4767 High St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10043

Zamora Residence
4775 High St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 7
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 1 and 3
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

5DV10047

Paramount
Construction Inc.
4701 Jackson St.

5DV10051

Alts 1 and 3 North

Alts 1 and 3 South

Type of
Effects

Finding of
Effects

Type of
Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Deltorre Residence
4419 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10053

Bustillos Residence
4437 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10054

Muniz Residence
4443 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10058

Mccoll Property
4707 Josephine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10065

Sweet Residence
4461 Milwaukee St

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10085

Kirkman Property
4662-4664
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10124

Ibarra Residence
4459 Thompson Ct.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10135

Loretta Residence
4679 Vine St.

Eligible

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No adverse
effect

Historic
setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Alternatives 4 and 6
Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Adverse
effect

ROW
acquisition,
historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic Districts
5DV9232

Safeway
Distribution Center

5DV10050

National Western
Complex Historic
District

Eligible

ROW
acquisition,
historic setting,
visual, noise
Adverse Effect

5DV10126

Alfred R. Wessel
Historic District

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

Individually Eligible Properties
5AM125

Riverside Cemetery
5201 Brighton Blvd.

Listed National
Register

Historic setting,
visual, noise

5AM261.2

High Line Canal

Eligible

0.241 ac ROW
acquisition

Eligible

None

No effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

5AM1875

5AM1896

Deno’s 6 & 85
Diner 5595
Colorado Blvd.
Harper Oil
Company 5480
Brighton Blvd.

No
adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise
0.241 acre
ROW
acquisition

No
adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect
No
adverse
effect

5DV36

El Centro Su
Teatro
4725 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV1172

Plazola Residence
4673 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV1247

Kosik Residence
4681-4683
Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV4396

Rocha Residence
4751 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9227

Tri-R Recycling
Business
3600 East 48th Ave.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect
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Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

5DV9231

Univar
4300 Holly St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9245

Nestle Purina
PetCare Company
2151 East 45th Ave.

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9655

Sanchez Business
2381 E. 46th Ave.

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hist
oric setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/Hist
oric setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9660

Torres Residence
4656 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9667

Brown and Alarid
Property
4637 Claude Ct.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9668

Kelly Residence
4639 Claude Ct.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9678

Rodriguez
Residence
4539 Clayton St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9679

Zale Property
4541 Clayton St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9705

Braswell Residence
4631 Columbine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9706

Pavon Residence
4633 Columbine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9714

Olive Street LLC
Property
4503 Fillmore St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9735

The Bernal
Residence
4618 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect
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Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

5DV9742

Lasalle Bank
National Property
4502 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9745

Kenworthy
Residence
4529 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9746

Portales Residence
4608 Josephine St.

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9748

Chavez Residence
4628 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9751

Waggoner
Residence
4647 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9753

James Property
4651 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9761

Barajas Residence
4681 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9762

Araujo Residence
4682 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9765

Lovato Residence
4696 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9780

Garcia Residence
4617-4625
Race St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9787

Davis Residence
4623-4625
Thompson Ct.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9795

Mann Residence
4645 Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

5DV9801

Sanchez Business
4600 York St.

5DV9805

National
Register
Eligibility

Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

E. G. Trading Post
1630-1632
East 47th Ave.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV9808

The Elyria’s
Western Guest
House and
Apartments
4700 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9809

Haynes and
Yuhasz Residence
4712 Baldwin Ct.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9813

Lewis Investments
LLC Property
4727 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9814

Sundheim Property
4750 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Temp. Const.
Easement/
Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9818

Lewis Investments
LLC Property 47094715 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9819

Marmolejo
Residence 47414747 Brighton Blvd.

Eligible

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9821

4645 Franklin St.

Eligible

5DV9823

Montour and Miller
Residence 4675
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9828

Helzberg Property
4665-4669
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Full ROW
acquisition

Adverse
effect

5DV9966

Yoshimura
Residence
4450 Adams St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect
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Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

5DV9968

McGee Residence
4460 Adams St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9988

Goalie Construction
Business 4715
Colorado Blvd.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9989

Doyle and Padick
Partners Property
4800 Colorado
Blvd.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9994

Gonzales
Residence
4515 Columbine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV9996

Tomas Residence
4653 Columbine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10003

Vasquez
Residence
4450 Cook St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10013

Perez Residence
4446 Fillmore St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10014

Tenenbaum
Residence
4453 Fillmore St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10034

Ponce Residence
4668 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10040

Denver Investment
Group Inc. Property
4695 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10042

Shaw Residence
4767 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10043

Zamora Residence
4775 High St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect
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Table 8
Summary of Effects – Alternatives 4 and 6
Alts 4 and 6 West

Alts 4 and 6 East

Site
Number

Property
Name/Address

National
Register
Eligibility

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

Type of Effects

Finding
of Effects

5DV10047

Paramount
Construction Inc.
4701 Jackson St

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10051

Deltorre Residence
4419 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10053

Bustillos Residence
4437 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10054

Muniz Residence
4443 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10058

Mccoll Property
4707 Josephine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10065

Sweet Residence
4461 Milwaukee St

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10085

Kirkman Property
4662-4664
Williams St.

Eligible

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

Historic setting,
visual, noise

No
adverse
effect

5DV10124

Ibarra Residence
4459 Thompson Ct.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect

5DV10135

Loretta Residence
4679 Vine St.

Eligible

None

No effect

None

No effect
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Figure 1
No-Action North Alternative – Overview
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Figure 2
No-Action North Alternative – Map 1
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Figure 3
No-Action North Alternative – Map 2
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Figure 4
No-Action North Alternative – Map 3
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Figure 5
No-Action North Alternative – Map 4
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Figure 6
No-Action North Alternative – Map 5
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Figure 7
No-Action North Alternative – Map 6
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Figure 8
No-Action North Alternative – Map 7
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Figure 9
No-Action North Alternative – Map 8
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Figure 10
No-Action North Alternative – Map 9
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Figure 11
No-Action North Alternative – Map 10
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Figure 12
No-Action North Alternative – Map 11
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Figure 13
No-Action North Alternative – Map 12
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Figure 14
No-Action North Alternative – Map 13
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Figure 15
No-Action North Alternative – Map 14
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Figure 16
No-Action North Alternative – Map 15
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Figure 17
No-Action South Alternative – Overview
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Figure 18
No-Action South Alternative – Map 1
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Figure 19
No-Action South Alternative – Map 2
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Figure 20
No-Action South Alternative – Map 3
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Figure 21
No-Action South Alternative – Map 4
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Figure 22
No-Action South Alternative – Map 5
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Figure 23
No-Action South Alternative – Map 6
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Figure 24
No-Action South Alternative – Map 7
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Figure 25
No-Action South Alternative – Map 8
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Figure 26
No-Action South Alternative – Map 9
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Figure 27
No-Action South Alternative – Map 10
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Figure 28
No-Action South Alternative – Map 11
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Figure 29
No-Action South Alternative – Map 12
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Figure 30
No-Action South Alternative – Map 13
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Figure 31
No-Action South Alternative – Map 14
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Figure 32
No-Action South Alternative – Map 15
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Figure 33
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Overview Map
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Figure 34
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 1
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Figure 35
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 2
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Figure 36
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 3
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Figure 37
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 4
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Figure 38
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 5
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Figure 39
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 6
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Figure 40
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 7
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Figure 41
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 8
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Figure 42
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 9
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Figure 43
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 10
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Figure 44
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 11
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Figure 45
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 12
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Figure 46
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 13
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Figure 47
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 14
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Figure 48
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 15
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Figure 49
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 16
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Figure 50
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 17
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Figure 51
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 18
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Figure 52
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 19
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Figure 53
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 20
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Figure 54
Alternatives 1 and 3 North – Map 21
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Figure 55
Alternatives 1 and 3 – Map 22
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Figure 56
Alternatives 1, 3, 4, and 6 – High Line Canal
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Figure 57
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Overview Map
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Figure 58
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 1
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Figure 59
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 2
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Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 3
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Figure 61
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 4
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Figure 62
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 5
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Figure 63
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 6
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Figure 64
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 7
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Figure 65
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 8
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Figure 66
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 9
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Figure 67
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 10
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Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 11
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Figure 69
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 12
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Figure 70
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 13
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Figure 71
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 14
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Figure 72
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 15
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Figure 73
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 16
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Figure 74
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 17
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Figure 75
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 18
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Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 19
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Figure 77
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 20
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Figure 78
Alternatives 1 and 3 South – Map 21
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Figure 79
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Overview Map
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Figure 80
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – National Western Overview Map
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Figure 81
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 1
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Figure 82
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 2
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Figure 83
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 3
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Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 4
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Figure 85
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 5
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Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 6
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Figure 87
Alternatives 4 and 6 West – Map 7
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 8
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Figure 89
Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 9
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 10
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Figure 91
Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 11
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Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 12
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Figure 93
Alternatives 4 and 6 – Map 13
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 14
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Figure 95
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 15
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 16
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Figure 97
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 17
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 18
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Figure 99
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 19
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 20
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Figure 101
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 21
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 22
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Figure 103
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 23
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Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 24
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Figure 105
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 25
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Figure 106
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 26
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Figure 107
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 27
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Figure 108
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 28
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Figure 109
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 29
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Figure 110
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 30
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Figure 111
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 31
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Figure 112
Alternatives 4 and 6 (46th Avenue) – Map 32
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Figure 113
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Overview Map
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Figure 114
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – National Western Overview Map
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Figure 115
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 1
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Figure 116
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 2
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Figure 117
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 3
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Figure 118
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 4
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Figure 119
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 5
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Figure 120
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 6
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Figure 121
Alternatives 4 and 6 East – Map 7
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